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E D I TO R I A L

Redefining
manufacturing!
Manufacturing is now entering a new phase which is more of customisationoriented production, where there is lesser emphasis on productivity and efficiency,
and more focus on agility and responsiveness. Going forward, there will be more
efforts on making to individual requirements, sometimes thought of as masscustomisation, rather than high throughput, low variability mass production.
Moreover, today’s factory floor is also far from yesteryears’ hectic, unorganised,
noisy production facility. The latest techniques, contemporary designs and
advanced equipment used in factories now mean that modern manufacturing is
highly flexible, organised and structured. Here too, going forward, the focus will
be on exploring a new machine/product in virtual reality and using advanced
digital technologies on the shop floor, such as simulation, 3D printing, advanced
automation and multipurpose robotics, all these supported by e-commerce,
mobility, social media and omnichannel retailing.
Digitisation of the manufacturing process pays dividends by allowing
engineers to analyse production steps at a unit level that had previously been seen
only in batches. With so much investments in technology to enable high quality,
low unit volume production at high speed, manufacturers are increasingly
demanding superior human decision-making ability in the factory. That means
people will be still at the centre of any fully automated factory, & not just robots.
The factory of the future will redefine what manufacturing means to the world
economy. The challenging goal in the not so distant future would be to seek
factories that are more flexible, adaptable and committed to shorter product
lifecycles. Check out the Cover Story in this issue that talks about an evolutionary
process on factory floor with top floor to shop floor integration.
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B&R expands its business development department

CAN FD recommendation

B&R has named Thomas Rienessl as Head of Business Development,
Industries, while adding a number of new personnel to the department.
"We've put ourselves in an excellent position to provide our customers even
more specialised support to achieve optimal
solutions for automating their machines and
plants," said Peter Gucher, GM, B&R. "Nearly,
every industry has unique requirements that
demand specialised technologies," explains
Rienessl. Some examples include registration
mark detection technology required in packaging
and printing and the servo pump control technology
required in injection moulding processes for the
plastic industry. Manufacturers of industrial and
According to Rienessl, B&R
consumer goods have their own challenges, such
experts help customers
as maximising system availability. To meet these
solve the unique challenges challenges, they need cutting-edge automation
of their industries
solutions for transparent production processes
that utilise resources as efficiently as possible.
They also need convenient and intuitive tools for predictive maintenance.
B&R's industry experts thoroughly understand these challenges and are
there to help customers meet all of their industry-specific requirements.

The nonprofit CAN in Automation (CiA) association has recently released
part 1 of the CiA 601-1 CAN FD node and system design recommended
practice. The CiA 601 series of
guidelines & recommendations
fills gap between ISO standards
for CAN FD and system design
specifications. Part 1 provides
specifications and guidelines on
the physical layer interface
Sampling of a recessive bit at the
design for automotive electronic
transmitting node (Source: CiA)
control units & non-automotive
devices, supporting CAN FD
data link layer as defined in ISO 11898-1. The related CAN high-speed
physical layer is defined in the harmonised ISO 11898-2 standard, which
includes the specification of high-speed transceivers with low-power mode
(formerly known as ISO 11898-5) and/or with selective wake-up functionality
(formerly known as ISO 11898-6). Part 1 is released as a Draft Standard
Proposal (DSP). It specifies the Tx delay symmetry and the Rx delay
symmetry requirements and the recessive bit-time at the receiving node’s
RxD pin for different bit-rates (1 Mbit/s, 2 Mbit/s, and 5 Mbit/s). Part 2, 3
and 4 are still under development.
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Enhancing user capabilities

International competence centre for EPC projects

CD-adapco™ recently announced the release of DARS v2.10. DARS is a
standalone simulation tool for
the 0D and 1D management
and analyses of chemical
reactions and can be fully
integrated within STAR-CD®
and STAR-CCM+®. DARS v2.10,
which is available on the Steve
portal, now features a library
DARS is a standalone simulation tool for the
generation functionality that
0D and 1D management
makes it possible for customers
to quickly explore new fuel
blends and operating conditions for simulations with STAR-CD and STARCCM+. “This is our first release of DARS since it became a wholly-owned
CD-adapco product. This release will benefit our customers, especially
those who are involved with the analysis of new fuels or existing fuels,
operating under novel operating conditions. All of our products are developed
to help engineers make the right decisions early in the design process.
DARS v2.10 does exactly that,” said Jean-Claude Ercolanelli, Senior VP—
Product Management, CD-adapco. The new release makes customers more
competitive through the software’s enhanced capabilities in areas of
technology, experience and productivity.

Emerson Network Power has recently launched the Avocent® Thunder
program to incentivise
partners. This program is
valid
for
sales
of
Emerson’s Avocent range
of products for the
company’s Value Added
Resellers (VARs) and
Network Solution Partners
(NSPs) in India. Partners
The program is valid till September 31, 2015
can significantly enhance
their earning potential
from sales of the Avocent product portfolio with the option to win exciting
prizes such as motorbikes, laptops, DSLR cameras and other exciting
products or redeem payback points worth up to ` 5,00,000 for sales in
excess of `1,00,00,000 for the avocent portfolio of products. The program
is valid till September 31, 2015. Announcing the launch of the program,
Ankesh Kumar, Director - Product Management (Channel, IT Solution) and
Marketing, said, “The Avocent Thunder program has been designed to
incentivise and motivate partners given that the Avocent portfolio of
solutions for DCIM offers exciting innovative data center designs, centralised
infrastructure, and network monitoring and management tools.”

> MORE@CLICK ADI03756 | www.AandD24.in
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Foxconn to set up production unit in Maharashtra

IMA acquires Hassia Packaging India

Foxconn, the world’s largest contract-manufacturing firm for consumer
electronics, recently signed a
MoU with the Maharashtra
government to invest ` 35000 cr
over three years, for setting up a
manufacturing unit in the state.
“We have been looking for other
places, but initially the focus is
on Maharashtra. The unit will
have a manufacturing facility, as The unit will have a manufacturing
well as R&D unit,” said Terry facility and R&D unit
Gou, Founder & Chairman, Han
Hoi Precision Industry Company Ltd, which operates under the trade name
Foxconn. At present, the company contract-manufactures devices like Apple
iPhone, BlackBerry, Kindle e-reader, and playstation video game consoles.
Earlier, after his meeting with Prime Minister Narendra Modi in New Delhi,
Terry had said the company was looking for suitable sites across India to
set up 10-12 phone-manufacturing units and data centres. Devendra
Fadnavis, Maharashtra Chief Minister, said, “The state government will
provide 1,500 acres of land somewhere between Mumbai and Pune,
at Talegaon industrial estate”.

Hassia Packaging India has been recently acquired by Italian giant IMA
(Industrial Machine Automatiche
SpA). IMA is a global market
leader in development and
production of packaging machines
for pharmaceuticals, cosmetics,
tea, coffee, dairy and food &
beverage industries. Following the
takeover of Hassia India by IMA
group, the company is now known
as IMA Dairy & Food Holding OYSTAR's acquisition increased IMA
Hassia India. The acquisition of group’s turnover in excess of 1 billion
parent company OYSTAR group
has led to an increase in IMA group’s turnover in excess of 1 billion €. The
combination of German and Italian excellence will allow the company to
make sizeable gains in the domestic and global markets, besides
strengthening its footprint in the global packaging industry in South Asia,
South East Asia, Middle East, Africa, Eastern Europe, West Asia. Speaking on
the association, K Ravi, MD, Hassia Packaging, said, “IMA Dairy & Food
Holding will reinforce Hassia’s India commitment and capabilities to
continue delivering world class products and services.”
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Honeywell acquires Elster Div of Melrose Industries plc

IESA to host DEFTRONICS 2015 in New Delhi

Honeywell has recently signed an agreement to acquired the Elster Division
of Melrose Industries plc, a leading provider of thermal gas solutions for
commercial,
industrial,
and
residential heating systems and
gas, water, and electricity meters,
including smart meters and software
and data analytics solutions, for
approximately $5.1 billion. Elster
also manufactures flow computers
and regulators for the gas industry.
Elster consensus sales for 2015 are
estimated to be $1.8 billion. The
price translates to approximately
12.6 times Elster’s estimated 2015 Elster consensus sales for 2015
consensus earnings before interest, are estimated to be $1.8 billion
taxes, depreciation, and amortisation
(EBITDA), and the acquisition is anticipated to occur in the first quarter of
2016. “The acquisition of Elster will generate strong future returns for
Honeywell’s shareowners, because it increases our growth profile globally,
creating both organic & inorganic growth opportunities. Elster has
outstanding technologies, brands, energy efficiency know-how, and global
presence,” said Dave Cote, Chairman & CEO, Honeywell.

India Electronics and Semiconductor Association (IESA) will be hosting
DEFTRONICS 2015, the second edition of their annual aerospace, defence
and internal security focused event. This year’s theme is building global
partnerships for ‘Make in India’ in aerospace, defence and internal security
sectors and will be held on September 9-11, 2015, at Pragati Maidan, New
Delhi. The conferences
will be held on
September 9 and 10,
2015. The edition is
scheduled to take
place, along with
electronica India and
productronica
India
2015, India’s leading
trade fairs for the electronics industry. The platform will focus primarily on
opportunities in design and R&D, IP creation, nurturing entrepreneurship in
aerospace, defence and Internal Security (ADIS) space, in conjunction with
policy and business related matters and issues. The forum will also lay
emphasis on specific skill-set development required for ADIS ecosystem to
build India as the manufacturing destination for military-industrial complex
across the globe. The event will bring together stalwarts across all domains
to further accelerate the ‘Make in India’ campaign.
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Manufacturing sector in India could increase electricity
According to a recent research by Siemens Financial Services among becoming a pathway to a sustainable energy system and allowing greater
the global top 20 industrial equipment
levels of automation and digitalisation in the
manufacturers, India has approximately
manufacturing process.”
17.9% of untapped electricity-efficiency
The manufacturing sector globally is
potential
and
optimising
industrial
now estimated to account for 42% of total
motor-driven systems could deliver overall
annual electricity consumption. The sector
savings up to 60% on industrial electricity
has, therefore, become keenly focused on
consumption, which provides a huge
installing more electricity-efficient equipment
opportunity for cost-savings. The research
to reduce the consumption and cost of
further provides an estimate for the unused
electricity. As a result, an increasing range
potential for electricity-efficiency (usage and
of electricity-efficient solutions are now
cost-savings, expressed as a proportion
available to manufacturers that help reduce
of total electricity consumption) in the
electricity consumption, reduce transmission
manufacturing sector, putting India in the The research findings say that India has approximately
losses, improve business performance,
second position following Russia and ahead 17.9% of untapped electricity-efficiency potential
and reduce lifecycle costs.
of China in electricity-efficiency potential.
Independent research was conducted
Sunil Kapoor, CEO, Siemens Financial Services, said, “Investing in amongst the global top 20 industrial equipment manufacturers between
electricity-efficiency technologies not only helps cut energy bills, late 2014 and early 2015. Respondent organisations were asked to estimate
manufacturing costs and carbon emissions; new equipment often brings the base-level potential for electricity-efficiency in the examined
productivity and capacity improvements as an added bonus, improving geographies of China, France, Germany, India, Poland, Russia, Scandinavia,
business performance and competitiveness, resulting in electricity Spain, the UK, the US and Turkey.
> MORE@CLICK ADI03762 | www.AandD24.in

Showcasing latest laser technologies

UL inaugurates Mumbai office

LASER World of PHOTONICS INDIA will host its 4 edition on September
9-11, 2015 in new growth. The
use of lasers in automotive
manufacturing
has
increased
dramatically over recent years to a
position where about 15% of all
industrial processing lasers are
installed in production. “The main
advantage of laser process is that it
offers faster and better results,
compared to existing conventional The use of lasers in automotive
processes, thereby, reducing the manufacturing has increased
cost per part. Hence, conventional dramatically over recent years
applications are being replaced
with lasers in automotive, electronics, precision engineering, tool and
mould making, medical technology, furniture and more industries,” said
Mohammed Hidayath, National Sales Manager – Laser Division, TRUMPF
India. Companies like Han’s Laser, IPG Photonics, Sahajanand Laser
Technology, Scantech Laser, HuaGong Laser, Amada Miyachi will also
participate. “As this is the only show in its segment, we strive to match to
the expectations of our visitors across all user industries,” said Bhupinder
Singh, CMO & Member of the Management Board, MMI India.

UL (Underwriters Laboratories) recently inaugurated its office in Mumbai.
recently. The facility was
inaugurated by Sajeev
Jesudas,
President,
Consumer Business Unit,
UL. Suresh Sugavanam, VP
& MD, UL South Asia (India,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka)
was also present to grace
the occasion. Mumbai
operations will further
strengthen the company’s Sajeev Jesudas inaugurated the office
reach and delivery process
in the region. This office will primarily cater to certain key sectors like
pharma, building & life safety technologies, and energy & power
technologies. “UL plans to focus on customers in the western region and to
help ensure their products comply with global standards. This is our way to
support the ‘Make in India’ campaign for the industrial sector in the western
region,” said Jesudas. With the ‘Make in India’ concept taking roots across
the country, UL’s Mumbai operations will play a significant role in helping
the company meet its objective of enabling world-class manufacturing
standards for various industries across the country.
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“Ethernet is growing faster”
Santhosh Tatte, Country Manager, HMS Industrial Networks India, in this interaction with
Maria Jerin, discusses the current scenario of industrial automation, while highlighting
the potential of IIoT solutions
How is the current scenario of the industrial automation
segment in India? Do you think Indian industry is equipped
to have advanced integrated communication technologies?
Indian industry is now opening up to new communication
technologies and opting solutions, which are already being used
in Europe, USA and developed countries in Asia. But there are
many other sectors where we have a lot of
opportunities to implement new networking
technology and improve throughput
significantly. We need to change the mindset
of Indian customers to make them realise
that investment in new communication
technology will help them in long run and
make their business more efficient.
What are the major technology trends
driving your business globally as well as in
Indian market?
Our products enable devices to connect to
different industrial networks and fieldbuses.
Therefore, we have a substantial insight into
the industrial network and communication
market. In today’s industrial environment both fieldbus and
industrial Ethernet are growing, but Ethernet is growing faster.
Looking at new installed base within factory automation,
fieldbuses are still the most widely used type of network.
Industrial Ethernet networks are close behind and are growing
faster than fieldbuses. But HMS concludes that it will take
some time before industrial Ethernet outgrows fieldbuses.
IIoT witnesses challenges like how to merge existing
installations to new technologies. How is HMS keeping up
with this trend?
Installing IIoT solution on new equipment is relatively easy.
The challenge is to offer IIoT solution for existing installed
base. Many a times, these existing machines may not be in very
good shape. HMS cloud-based remote management solution
is fairly simple and widely used in the industry. It can be used
very conveniently on existing industrial machines as well
with some minor and low cost retrofitting. It enables users to
see their industrial machines/devices status globally on their
laptops/PDA/smartphone.

14

How is HMS managing to provide tailor-made
communication solutions vis-à-vis increasing demand
towards higher customisation and individualised products?
HMS has been associated closely with most of the global
manufacturers that offer factory automation solutions. We
offer customised communication solutions to meet users’
specific demands. These custom solutions
are developed based on the requirements
which are either specified by the users
or need based. Sometimes, these tailormade solutions are variants of standard
communication technology, which is
already being used in the industry. With
ever increase in communication technology
demand, communication solutions from
HMS are very much affordable even by small
and medium size product manufacturers.
Amonst Anybus, Netbiter and IXXAT,
which has a major potential in India? Can
you brief on the growth sectors in India?
Anybus, Netbiter and IXXAT are designed to
offer reliable, latest and complete industrial communication
and networking solutions to the users. Anybus networking
solutions are much matured and very well accepted with
millions of installations worldwide. Although the product
growth is reduced a little, it still contributes to the biggest share
of existing business. Netbiter is part of the IIoT commitment
from HMS. This is a new trend and industrial users have
started realising the value. IXXAT has been relatively new
communication product line for HMS in India. The focus is
more on automotive industry and offering communication
protocol software.
Can you brief us on your company’s future growth plans and
investment strategy for the Indian market?
Over last two years, we have grown multifold in India. We
are also planning to set-up a technical support centre at Pune
to offer round-the-clock support to its customers in Indian
subcontinent, Asia-Pacific and a part of Europe. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03765 | www.AandD24.in
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“Steel is the targeted sector
for the company”
Jay Hu, Director, Jufan Industrial Co Ltd, Taiwan, in an interaction with A&D India, discusses
the company’s journey to a successful OEM, while explaining the company’s focus on
the steel and mould industries. Excerpts…
Brief us on your company and its operations?
Jufan provides both pneumatic and hydraulic motion
control systems to the world market and have received
positive feedbacks in the areas of tire manufacture, mould,
engineering, machine tool, environment,
medical, injection moulding machinery and
steel sectors. Recently, the company’s revenue
in Taiwan and Mainland China exceeds
1 billion NTD due to its successful operation
in the area. Besides, the company now aims
to extend its operation to the other side, like,
ASEAN, Europe and Turkey.
Tell us about your experience in the OEM
achievement in the Japanese market.
Since Japanese industry is much advanced
than the Taiwanese, when Jufan began its
cooperation with Japanese customers, there
were many technological issues need to be
dealt with. Many difficulties are in technology
though, while the main issue is within the employees mind, that
is the spirit pursuing highest precision and most rigid standard.
We not only met the demands of the Japanese market, but also
emulated Japanese competitors. Today, we are widely known
for the OEM achievement in the Japanese market.
How did Jufan expand operations outside Taiwan?
As the order request from abroad keeps growing, manufacturing
lead time gets prolonged due to limited factory capacity. We
have established a factory in Wuxi, Jiangsu. In China, the
company walks with the explosive speed of Chinese industrial
development and becomes localised in the market. We
also cultivated the ASEAN market. The company utilises its
own automation products, bringing automation solutions
for customers and reducing labour cost. Our products help
stabilise product quality and increase efficiency. More than
50% of Jufan products are customised pneumatic and hydraulic
products, and most of them are installed into manufacturing
equipment. For example, in the sector of tire manufacture,
Jufan hydraulic cylinders are installed onto curing machines

16

in the KENDA company, assisting the curing procedure in
many phases, such as curing, moving, mould open & close.
Besides hydraulic cylinders, Jufan pneumatic robot arms are
also widely distributed in the tire industry.
Can you elaborate on your company’s
solutions for the steel industry?
In the production lines of steel industry,
Jufan products are able to resist against
severe circumstances, such as great quakes,
high temperature, mists, and other severe
physical pollutions. The primary applied
field of Jufan automation system is the steel
mill procedure, installed on blast furnace,
finish mill equipment, coil slitting machine,
intermediate mill equipment and laminar
cooling equipment. For instances, there is
one cylinder whose inner diameter is 870
mm, the longest length is 9,200 mm, maximal
test pressure reaches to 700 kgf/cm2, axis
materials are JIS S45C, SCM440+QT, S45C+QT, SUJ2, SUS304,
and aluminium. This product is of high resistance against
rigid environment and works well. Steel sector is one of the
main targeted markets of the company. Besides tire and steel
industries, Jufan pneumatic and hydraulic chucking products
are also applied in many other sectors in the industry due to
the high precision nature.
How about the developments in the mould industry?
In the mould industry, in order to cope up with technical
demands, Jufan crew develops its own controlling electric
system based on its experiences accumulated for more than
35 years. With practical experience and advanced design,
the controlling electric system does a great help in precision
chucking. The company does not develop by its own imagination,
but rather, together with its customers in close steps, side
by side. The company, now, has been developing various
chucking components for the mould industry, supporting a
comprehensive solution to people in this sector. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03766 | www.AandD24.in
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FACTORIES OF THE FUTURE

Connecting
the dots

When we are talking about an evolutionary process on factory
floor, the connection of machines beyond the borders of the
specific plant is the underlying thought that leads to a fully
automated production process. That means workflows inside and
outside of the plant are supposed to autonomically link up and
align the needed materials to the right spots. This charts out a
scenario where the sensor becomes communicable, addressable,
programmable and interactive through a host of devices and can
talk to multiple stages of the communication and control system.
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Transcending “the Cloud” to the
industrial domain understandably
fires up the innovative streak of
the automation engineers

Groggy as the crystal ball for the future of automation may
remain, it is certainly projecting one clear image – the success
in business and manufacturing would be defined by the
intelligent interpretation of data, be it coming from the market
or the shop floor. Dreaded or suspected thought, however it
might be, yet the classic dividing lines between data, analytics,
IT, manufacturing and reciprocation by the shop floor and
associated equipment for automation are set to diminish.
Rather than being static and statistical, the same shall become
dynamic enough to morph into becoming the nerve centre of
any manufacturing business or an institution.

Industry 4.0
The much professed factories of the not so distant future
would need many systems to co-exist and collaborate together.
The top floor to shop floor integration would demand the
hardware to be intelligent, communicative and collaborative.
Open architecture, interoperability and flexibility are, therefore,
an increasingly important jargon and with good reasons within
the world of integrated automation. As the popularity and
need for the same gains more traction, a good convergence
can be seen with the very needs in realising or better said
“implementation” of the Industry 4.0.
An interesting point, however, is that the very mantle of
Industry 4.0 is borne out of the necessities of these very marketdriven demands and needs of the manufacturing. We may also
interestingly profess on the cause and effect relationship
between these and the knowledge-based manufacturing.
Diving deeper, it can be well said that the very pillars or
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concepts of Industry 4.0 are inbred and the biggest enablers of
these powerful ideas and important facets for automation for
the manufacturing in future.
This means a paradigm shift and a very fast paced evolution
or a near revolution in how the apparatus and equipment for
automation would integrate and work in future. In addition to
the working layer of hardware electronics and information
within the system, the automation ware at all levels would need
to be interactive upstream and downstream within the local
and larger manufacturing ecosystem. So, as the canvas gets
bigger, architectures, protocols, data types and data highways
would need some semblance to be coherent and useful.

The Cloud
In actual, the tangible world around us is three-dimensional.
Transform this picture to a manufacturing shop floor. As the
aforesaid scenario unfolds further, a simplistic duplex
communication within the automation ware on such a shop
floor would have to give way to a 3D set-up where multiple
devices are plugged into each other or onto a compatible
hosting platform. Therefore, a practical idea would be to have
local pools, intermediate pools and larger pools of data on
such a shop floor / enterprise. So, comes the opportunity of
cloning the famous buzzword “the Cloud” from the IT domain
to the automation domain.
The analogy, therefore, is to have smaller local cloud of a
cluster of machines and equipment hooked to the larger cloud
of the entire manufacturing set-up which in turn is uplinked to
yet larger cloud of the enterprise and so forth. In order to avoid
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The much professed factories of
the not so distant future would
need many systems to co-exist
and collaborate together

a complete anarchy of all equipment capable of spewing and
overhanging with circumstantially non-usable data, each
equipment may have its accessibility levels which one may note
importantly are not only running along a vertical hierarchy but
are also capable of lateral information exchange. So, the
equipment becomes communicable across the vertical and
horizontal hierarchical space depending on the priority of
information or configuration to be so attained.
Transcending “the Cloud” to the industrial domain
understandably fires up the innovative streak of the automation
engineers. Beyond the low hanging fruits of such a set-up lay
huge possibilities that accelerate our journey to the knowledgebased enterprise and manufacturing. It lands up fruition and
reaping benefits of technology that can be put to a faster and
better use.
Such a treatise also warrants a sneak-peek into what may
get unraveled now that we have talked about the three
dimensional hierarchy and clouds. This may also indicate as to
how such a system may get organised. The local machine
cluster cloud may contain the information of the entity (the
automation component), identity and criticality of devicespecific and process-specific information, the gateways,
process data, all atop the physical layer of the device and which
may be nested into the device or its superior.
All this warrants a structured laying down the gambit and
standards which extend three dimensionally from automation
product entity to the whole manufacturing enterprise, from
the layers of the asset to the business and covering the product
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identity to its very life cycle. Certainly, a huge challenge yet it
is heartening to know that a lot of industry discussions and
progress on the same is already underway.

A dynamic and accurate picture
Some very interesting aspects and endeavours in the same
context can be seen in the domain of sensing. With the passage
of time, a simple photo sensor, which can be comfortably called
as a single pixel device that used to simply detect presence or
absence of an object evolved into an excellent and accurate
measurement solution as well. Stepping up the developments
in semiconductor technology enabled multiple pixel devices
with chromatic sensitivity help realise a vision sensor or a
system.
However, combining the best of both such systems that is
using the measurement capability of a single pixel device with
backend image processing capability of a vision system, a yet
superbly powerful system has been realised. Such a system can
now scan and put up an accurately measured three dimensional
picture of a dynamic environment.
Now, if we connect the dots in the story, we can have a
cloud of a dynamic and accurate picture of the shop floor
which is available to a host of devices programmed to work in
this environment. Each one takes a feed from the common
cloud which is a good part of this dynamic picture and goes
about doing what it has been programmed to do albeit the fact
that this picture is continuously changing. So, this triggers
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A small adapter, which one day might
be integrated directly into the sensor,
enables a connection to a smartphone
or tablet without disturbing the
communication or even disconnecting
the sensor from the control side

respective actions from each programmable device on the shop
floor and imparts a very high flexibility into the manufacturing
system. Noteworthy is the fact that now, this not only entails
a human-to-machine interaction but a machine-to-machine
interaction as well.

Transformation into newer scenarios

Does all this mean that junking of the current set-up and
associated costs galore? Does it project a scary picture of
having to blindly jump onto the fast moving train? Thankfully,
the journey is transformational albeit a fast one. However fast
and short the product and technology life cycles may become,
Intelligent, flexible and adaptable
transformation into newer scenarios have to be gentle and
So, each automation device in this scenario becomes seamless. There is no denial to the fact that a lot yet needs to
intelligent, flexible and adaptable. It communicates with its be learned and experimented before we are able to realise such
peers through the cloud and participates into the collaborative an implementation. Good progress is, however, being made by
scene mentioned earlier. Part of its functionality is derived all institutions and businesses to conform to the exciting times
from what its peers are doing or have done, part of it from the coming over.
common picture of the process or the shop floor and also
Therefore, another endeavour in the world of sensors in
contributing by inputting back its own action and reaction.
this transformational journey is to make the existing generation
This leads to a very much alive, pulsating, dynamic & ever- of equipment usable and linkable. A “Smartbridge” concept,
changing scenario and relative participative actions by the thereby, works into realising a scenario where the sensor
machines and automation ware at the shop floor. Yet, one of becomes communicable, addressable, programmable and
the biggest challenges in this scenario is the enormous amount interactive through a host of devices and can talk to multiple
of data and its processing to put it to good use. This is beyond stages of the communication and control system. This also
the processing speeds and power of a singular control system, charts out the learning curve as to what all needs to get done at
so, in fact, this further feeds into the concept of the cloud or if the component and communication integration levels.
we may say decentralised adaptive cloud-based control system,
Meanwhile, for the automation fraternity, such an
wherein, the dynamic data is the standard input or available to interconnected, smart system aiding the factories of the future
all but respective control actions are decentralised & peer-based. is now more a question of when rather than if? ☐
It also means that each participating entity is preprocessing a
lot of information, uploading the relevant part of it into the
> MORE@CLICK ADI03667 | www.AandD24.in
cloud and deriving situation based control actions.
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“India is on the
brink of witnessing
another industrial
revolution”
Vimal Kapur, President, Honeywell Process
Solutions, in an interview with Megha Roy,
discusses solutions to address the safety issues
in manufacturing plants and emphasises
rapid development of new cloud computing
technologies. Excerpts…
With ‘Make in India’ in the backdrop, how do you look at
India as an emerging geography for digital manufacturing?
Changing demographics, increasing connectivity and the need
for real-time insights are transforming process and discrete
manufacturing industries. India is on the brink of witnessing
yet another industrial revolution that will set in motion a
real-time convergence of the digital and industrial world. In
this industrial system, all processes such as product design,
manufacturing, services and refurbishment are completely
integrated and will exchange information in real-time.
What are the major challenges that the Indian marketplace
is facing currently, so as to build a global automation
or manufacturing space? How can these challenges be
addressed?
Managing safety & security, and maintaining plant efficiency
are some challenges. To achieve higher levels of plant safety,
a comprehensive & integrated approach to safety is necessary.
Plants and refineries use Honeywell’s safety instrumented
system (SIS) platform, Safety Manager, to safeguard their assets
and share critical safety information with process control
systems. This system helps them prevent and mitigate safety
incidents by protecting equipment, monitoring for fire and gas
leaks, and maintaining critical control functions. The company
offers customers a comprehensive set of technologies like
surveillance, alarm management and consulting capabilities
that allow them to meet key security objectives.
Process industries, today, are also focusing on driving
down costs, maximising production and improving availability.
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“The future of industrial automation
will not be restricted to DCS, but will
extend beyond control solutions to
provide integrated advanced solutions
for process, business and enterprise
level optimisation”
Vimal Kapur

Honeywell’s suite of advanced solutions helps to increase
throughput of a plant, increase yields of valuable products and
lower cost of production with existing resources.

new project execution methodology called LEAP™. This
methodology could result in 30% capital savings and optimised
scheduling by 25% for large automation projects.

Can you highlight the latest technologies witnessed globally?
How do you plan to leverage these trends to make customers
make their plants more efficient & productive?
Today, most plants in India have a basic level of automation
solutions, but can further improve efficiency & reliability with
advanced solutions that can help them realise true potential of
automation. We are focused on utilising these trends to deliver
tangible results for customers like transforming data into
meaningful information, virtualisation, remote collaboration,
wireless connectivity as well as cyber security.

How can the potential of IT & software solution enable the
process industries to be more efficient?
Companies need to recognise full potential of the industry
and invest heavily in IT & software solutions to maintain
competitiveness globally. The future of industrial automation
will not be restricted to DCS, but will extend beyond control
solutions to provide integrated advanced solutions for process,
business and enterprise level optimisation. With growing
need for managing safety, cost, quality, energy efficiency and
the perfect product mix, these advanced solutions have the
potential to take the Indian industrial sector to the next level
of performance.

Can you brief on the advantages of using cloud to test
engineering? How does your company work on this?
Thanks to the rapid development of new cloud computing Your company has recently expanded cyber security
technologies, companies that have global development and development capabilities with the new research lab. How
manufacturing operations have the ability to share data, without do such capabilities defend industrial facilities from cyberbeing limited by time or place, therefore, helping various attacks in India?
locations collaborate more closely. It also allows engineers to In a survey that was conducted by Honeywell recently, more
concentrate on their work rather than how, when, and where than 75% of respondents from 10 countries said they were
fearful that cyber criminals could disrupt major sectors of
their jobs are executed.
Some advantages are late binding (where VMs or databases the economy, and identified oil and gas, chemicals and power
can be bound late in the project cycle with physical hardware), industries as particularly vulnerable. With the new cyber
flexible hardware procurement (this allows the project to security lab, Honeywell will be able to validate new solutions
procure the project servers as late as possible in the schedule, faster in a variety of scenarios and increase its customers’
so that technology delivered with the system uses the latest defenses against the growing threat of cyber attacks. The lab
hardware available), improved ability and flexibility (with this, includes a model of a complete process control network that
SMEs have fewer physical constraints and can start work on the Honeywell cyber security experts will leverage for proprietary
project, without waiting for servers or other components) and research, hands-on training, and to develop, test and certify
enhanced design options to lower costs, deploy more quickly industrial cyber security solutions. This lab will help accelerate
development time of new cyber protection technologies and
and simply infrastructure management.
Honeywell uses cloud engineering along with innovative speed availability to customers. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03768 | www.AandD24.in
technologies like Universal I/O, virtualisation to enable a
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OPTIMISING PERFORMANCE WITH
INTEGRATED SAFETY
Amidst continued discussion on the pros & cons of integrated safety
systems, market demand driven by the pursuit of reduced cost,
operational excellence and engineering efficiencies continue to fuel
the inevitable integration efforts. Advances in software and hardware
design as well as manufacturing techniques enable near 100% internal
diagnostic coverage and increased hardware reliability, in turn, removing
the need for redundancy schemes to achieve sufficient reliability and
safe failure fraction levels. As a result, modular & scalable integrated
control and safety systems have been developed without compromising
safety performance.The round-table discusses how and why integrated
safety systems should be implemented to optimise performance.

Today, end-users, in pursuit of reduced cost of ownership,
improved operational excellence, increased engineering
efficiencies and more, are driving a re-think from traditional
standalone safety systems. Safety products can be designed to
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achieve reliability levels meeting specifications set by
international standards, without resorting to hardware
redundancy schemes. As a result, simplex and duplex modular
and scalable integrated control & safety systems have been
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“Capital expenditure for process
safety is viewed as an investment
to improve operational integrity
& improve safety”
G Ganapathiraman,
Vice President & General Manager,
ARC Advisory Group India

developed, without compromising availability or continuous
plant operation.
However, the answer to the question of integrated safety
systems or not is far from absolute, subject to plant specific
requirements and corporate safety traditions a wide range of
levels of integration existing through an array of system
solutions. Sharing their insights over the same are industry
experts G Ganapathiraman, Vice President & General Manager,
ARC Advisory Group India; Rajendran Menon, Product
Manager—Safety, Sensing & Connectivity (TUV Certified),
Rockwell Automation; Ashish Bhat, Executive Vice President
& Head—Digital Factory, Siemens and SR Venkatapathy,
Industry Analyst, Business Mentor & Advisor.

“The key to achieving success in
developing a safety control system
is by making decisions that
maximise functionality”

Rajendran Menon,
Product Manager—Safety,
Sensing & Connectivity (TUV Certified),
Rockwell Automation

safe operation of the system. In this context, Bhat says, “Safety
systems are primarily recommended to cater to any incidental
occurrence of potentially unsafe act or situation that can
endanger personnel, machineries, plant, property and
environment.” He further explains, “The damage can’t be
Reducing operational cost
quantified upfront, but can be really large and unrecoverable
Off late, operational aspects of safety systems have been after the incident. So, through the entire life cycle of the
viewed by many as a strictly financially driven focus area, manufacturing set-up, one should safeguard all of the above
which focuses on reducing operational cost throughout the and keep the possible risk and any financial impact to a very
system lifecycle. According to Ganapathiraman, owner- minimal level.”
operators have changed their viewpoint in recent years, and
On the other hand, Venkatapathy believes that while
capital expenditure for process safety is no longer viewed as analysing costs in deploying safety systems in a manufacturing
pure cost, rather it is viewed in part as an investment in environment, the key consideration is risk assessment. “What
improving operational integrity and improving safety. is the acceptable risk level for operating the plant or
“Currently, automation suppliers utilise three different manufacturing environment would be the critical question,
integrated approaches — interfaced, integrated-but-separate while assessing costs. The acceptable risk levels finalised by
and common,” he explained.
the manufacturing plant management impacts capital and
When safety is considered as a fundamental system function operational costs,” he points out.
at the beginning of the process development cycle, and when
the safety system function is well integrated into the Moving towards simple solutions
manufacturing process, economic & social benefits far
Following the general trend of developing simpler, modular
outweigh the initial cost of the system. As per Menon, “Not
only will the safety system be used and valued by those who and more standardised systems, many safety systems are now
safely operate and maintain the machines, it can increase enabled to focus on simple solutions. Suppliers of simplex/
throughput by reducing MTTR, reduce overhead expenses of dual solutions argue that system reliability is guaranteed by
employees and boost employee morale. “Integrated safety improved and to some extent different mechanisms, than was
system designs are changing the way manufacturers and typically the case with previous generations. Improvements in
machine builders consider the costs and benefits of safety manufacturing techniques means that today’s surface mounted
circuit boards are considered extremely reliable, when
related systems,” he believes.
Integrated safety systems could offer ways to not only compared to what was available a number of years ago. This,
reduce cost of ownership, but also, more importantly, ensure together with improved software-based diagnostics, has
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“By appropriating automation
solution, with required degree of
safety element integrated
(SIL level), the plant, as a
whole, may be risk-free”

Ashish Bhat, Executive Vice President
& Head - Digital Factory, Siemens

reduced reliance on redundancy schemes to achieve required
reliability.
“End-users are looking for an integrated architecture of
process safety and process automation in their plants to take
advantage of the associated cost savings in operations,
engineering and lifecycle,” says Ganapathiraman. While
describing application benefits of such solutions, he says, that
such solutions are multi-dimensional as they impact the entire
value chain. “Some benefits of them include increased use of
virtualisation for engineering configuration, personnel
training, and system support, and use of predictive and
preventive maintenance to reduce downtime due to SIS
malfunction,” he mentions.
“Selection of a safety control system can be approached
from many different angles and with many different solutions,”
believes Menon. He suggests that available architectures,
application requirements and cost constraints, all play a role in
the decision-making process. “The most efficient approach in
some cases will be the hybrid—a solution that blends the best
of several safety architectures. In fact, it is often difficult to
choose a single architecture. The key to achieving success in
developing a safety control system is in understanding all
variables and making decisions that maximise functionality,
while reducing long-term costs.”
Today, when a manufacturer wants to integrate safety
systems in the manufacturing processes, wherever indicated or
necessary, he is equally concerned about additional investments
that may be required to do this. Emphasising this, Bhat opines
that modular and standardised safety systems is the way to
take care of this concern. Such solutions can be deployed on
the top of existing standard automation solution to enhance its
functionality with ‘Fail-Safe’ solution.”
In addition, safety systems are invariably subjected to
rigorous testing and require third party certification. “With risk
levels defined and with life & material damage involved, users
will insist on certified products and solutions. The electronics
per-se has evolved to become more reliable and higher order
MTBFs, and to that extent they are simpler to appreciate.
Standardisation drives down cost of any product and safety
system products are no exception,” suggests Venkatapathy.
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“Standardisation drives down cost of
any product and safety system
products are no exception”
SR Venkatapathy, Industry Analyst,
Business Mentor & Advisor

The human factor
Human error plays a significant role in a majority of failures
occurring during system installation, commissioning,
operation, maintenance and subsequent upgrades or
modifications. Thus, a safety system with tools and functions
supporting operators, engineers and maintenance personnel
reduces the number of hazardous events and accidents. In fact,
designing inherent safe processes also reduces risk in industrial
facility. Emplacing this, Ganapathiraman asserts, “A strong
safety culture implies constant assessment of the significance
of safety events and issues to ensure that resources are dedicated
to the most important issues.”
On similar lines, Menon suggests that to provide a
competitive edge, safety-related parts of the machine control
system must be designed to allow safe operation of the machine,
and return the machine to a productive state as quickly as
possible. “Major considerations for design-for-recovery
include appropriate access strategy, robust and accurate
diagnostic strategy, zoning strategy that complements the
manufacturing process and a speed-monitoring system that
allows access as soon as a safe speed is achieved. Components
and architecture systems are available to help manufacturers
minimise time to recovery,” he states.
Highlighting automation solutions for the same, Bhatt
asserts that by appropriating automation solution, with
required degree of safety element integrated (SIL level), the
plant, as a whole, may be risk-free, since it is ready to cater any
unsafe act that may be incidentally caused by human errors.
Venkatapathy points out that the best practices followed at all
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stages of the life-cycle of a safety system is believed to be the
key to ensure discipline and reduce human errors. “Over time,
process hazards leading to accidents have been factored into
standards that define automated safety systems. Certified to
standards, automated safety system provides the necessary
platform for the next crucial phase of the safety-life-cycle,
which is the design stage. Operations and maintenance of
automated safety systems have also been fairly well developed
in standards, particularly the maintenance aspects,” he adds.

Integration levels
With current technology, a wide variety of separate
interfaced or integrated solutions are possible. Suggesting
solutions to meet the plant and system-specific requirements,
Ganapathiraman believes that working with a single team to
execute projects is a good option. “The main automation
contractor (MAC) business model for executing projects is
finding growing acceptance, along with integrated process and
safety systems. When MAC suppliers offer both process control
and process safety systems, the project execution team can
save substantially on overall engineering, start-up, and
commissioning services costs,” he avers.
Moreover, more complex applications requiring more
advanced diagnostics may be better served by expandable
safety relay systems, which have the flexibility to send input,
output, monitoring and error status information over a
network (such as Ethernet) to an operator interface device.
Focusing on this, Menon says, “Dedicated safety relays can
deliver basic status information via front panel LEDs or by
auxiliary contacts connected to indicator lights, which may be
all that is needed for a basic safety system. As one might expect,
safety PLCs offer the highest degree of communication
functionality, producing diagnostic status, controller status
and communication status information.”
Explaining the benefits of safety integrated approach, Bhat
says, “It helps in two ways. First, investments are lower with
this approach, due to common controller for standard functions
and fail-safe functions, and secondly the complete solution
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remains scalable to further enhance standard PLC
functionalities as well as safety functionalities, improving total
costs of ownership significantly.”

Market drivers
The continued development of integrated safety systems is
being driven by market demand. With the dawn of integrated
safety systems, a different set of system characteristics has
come under increased scrutiny. Bhat believes that the demand
creation in this market is steered by global automotive
companies operating in India, which is forcing even local
players to adapt to safety norms in their plants.
According to Ganapathiraman, traditionally, safety and
security have been separate issues. However, this view is rapidly
changing. Over last couple of years, there has been a behavioural
shift of the regulatory agencies from one of a reactive nature to
one of proactively, trying to prevent major accidents, most
often with the additional cost of this proactivity, falling to the
operating companies that are being regulated. This has created
a new sense of urgency for end users to become proactive in
their process safety endeavours.”
Currently, safety automation systems can be completely
integrated with the standard plant automation system, yielding
a single platform-to-perform defined safety functions, meet
safety standards, and efficiently operate the plant. “In this
scenario, both facets of the automation system are designed to
accommodate all machine lifecycle tasks. Moreover, this
holistic approach can lead to opportunities for designing out
hazards where possible, based on detailed risk assessments in
the early stages of any project. It also can help speedy
maintenance processes,” briefs Menon.
However, Venkatapathy does not subscribe to the view that
there has been a continuous development of the integrated
automated safety system. “At best, it has moved from concept
to acceptance. Market will consider an integrated system as a
possible alternative, while embarking on a greenfield project &
will be less prone to it in a brownfield effort,” he concluded. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03769 | www.AandD24.in
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The promise and challenges of IIoT
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) provides a huge opportunity
to new gains in flexibility and productivity, but also challenges as
to how to merge existing installations to these new technologies.
The article analyses the latest trends and gives more insight into
the promises & challenges that IIoT offers.
Numerous reports tell us that Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), big data and cloud computing will transform the
manufacturing industry. Some even describe the impending
transformation as the emergence of a new manufacturing era.
While some call it as smart manufacturing or Industry 4.0,
others describe it as IIoT connected enterprise. Leading
technology companies such as Cisco, IBM, Google and similar
others are vigorously pushing this concept for gaining wider
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acceptance. They are positioning IIoT or cyber physical
systems that are essentially smart sensors, devices and actuators,
along with advanced analytics as the core technological
developments that will propel manufacturing to achieve greater
degree of industrial enterprise connectedness and autonomous
operation. They have also generated lot of excitement by saying
that the transformation will result in massive economic
expansion. Accenture estimates IIoT could add US$14.2
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Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is the next
wave of innovation impacting the way the
world connects and optimises machines

trillion to the global economy by 2030 and says that there will
be significant gains for the real gross domestic product (GDP)
of mature economies.
Regarding the impact of IIoT on manufacturing, the report
“The Industrial Internet of Things – IIoT Report,” by McRock
Capital, a dedicated IIoT venture capital fund, says that “The
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is the next wave of
innovation impacting the way the world connects and optimises
machines. The IIoT, through the use of sensors, advanced
analytics and intelligent decisioning, will profoundly transform
the way field assets connect and communicate with the
enterprise.” The report “Industrial Internet of Things:
Unleashing the Potential of Connected Products and Services”
prepared by World Economic Forum in collaboration with
Accenture says that “in the next 10 years, the Internet of Things
revolution will dramatically alter manufacturing, energy,
agriculture, transportation and other industrial sectors of the
economy which, together, account for nearly two-thirds of the
global GDP.”

companies and, in the context of the messages from the strong
proponents that IIoT will achieve enterprise connectedness
like never before. He goes on to highlight that they have been
in the forefront in integrating very large amounts of data from
numerous sensors and devices to aid the efficient and safe
operation of industrial companies. ICS companies have been
in the business of developing and offering control systems such
as DCS, PLC, and SCADA to gather on real-time basis plant
operating data, analyse them, and generate actionable
information and control actions.
What is alluring about IIoT is that is an excellent platform
to seamlessly connect smart cyber physical systems. The
ultimate goal however is to achieve seamless communication
but that has to wait for the development of appropriate
interoperability & communication standards and such others.

Collaborative systems are already realty

ICS companies have pioneered the development of control
systems that industrial companies extensively use. They played
a stellar role in leveraging the power of information technology.
ICS companies offering IoTs for years
Honeywell introduced smart transmitters around 1983.
In the context of the above euphoric statements by the Yokogawa introduced the first DCS systems around 1975.
technology firms, Peter Zornio, Chief Strategic Officer, Foxboro, another leading control system company then went a
Emerson Process Management, claims that “We’ve been doing step further and around 1987 introduced Intelligent
that for 25 years.” Writing in Forbes about the Internet of Automation (I/A), which extensively used personal computers
Things in industries, Zornio points out that “ever since the to develop applications and test them. It was the first open
development of microprocessors and network-based control system that leveraged standard technologies and object
instruments — companies in the process industries such as oil oriented programming. Control system companies also were
& gas, chemicals, refining, pharmaceuticals, manufacturing in the forefront in developing and introducing communication
and mining have been avidly exploring how to use sensors to protocols to link field transmitters with PLCs and DCS and
make their processes more reliable, efficient and safe.” He was pursued vigorously in developing appropriate standards.
referring to the contribution of industrial control system
On the business information side, the enterprise solution
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Presently the Internet architecture
is a great platform to achieve
connectedness

taking place to address these issues, the much bigger challenge
is in ensuring cyber security to the connected enterprises.
More and more cyber incidents in manufacturing enterprises
are getting reported. According to the recent report “Dell
Security Annual Threat – 2015,” 9,400 new vulnerabilities were
reported in 2014. According to the report, while there has been
a surge in the point-of-sale (POS) attacks aimed at payment
card infrastructures, the attacks on supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems almost doubled in 2014
compared to 2013. The priority for all those strong advocates
of IIoT should be to ensure that the future control systems are
built on the foundation of security. Symantec in its report
“Internet Security Treat Report ISTR 20” highlights that
“manufacturers of ICS and IoT devices are largely responsible
for ensuring that security is built into the devices before
shipping.” I hope technology companies do take note of this
fundamental requirement.
Presently the Internet architecture is a great platform to
achieve connectedness but we have to go miles for it to become
a seamless collaborative platform and thereby live up to the
promise. As of now, apart from seamless connectedness,
technology companies are offering advanced analytics and
cloud computing capabilities. From an end-user perspective,
these are only desirable features.
The technology companies, strongly propagating industrial
enterprise connectedness and IIoT, have all the necessary
means to pursue their goal. They have even come together to
The promise and the challenges
form alliances and pursue acquisition opportunities. The
If IIoT has to become a reality, similar efforts would be formation of Internet Consortium and Open Interconnect
required to develop the required communications and Consortium are developments in that direction.☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03770 | www.AandD24.in
interoperability standards. While some forward movement is
suppliers such as SAP, Oracle, and similar others also responded
to the transactional information needs, by introducing a wide
range of solutions to manage enterprise resource planning,
supply chain, logistics, warehouses, sales force and customer
relationships, product lifecycles, operations, plant and
enterprise assets, and such others.
True many of control systems and enterprise solutions are
disparate systems and they were not built on the foundation of
collaborative working with other systems. It can even be said
that the perceived need initially was to isolate the real time
control systems from the transaction based enterprise solutions.
In response to the subsequent recognition that greater
efficiencies can be achieved only if the enterprise systems can
work collaboratively and if real-time plant control systems
such as PLC and DCS can be integrated with enterprise
solutions such as ERP, SCM, MES, and PLM, the concepts such
as Computer Integrated Management (CIM) and machine to
machine (M2M) integration evolved. Over the years, many
enterprises have integrated these solutions successfully, using
fieldbus and other standards to connect and communicate
control systems with interoperable sensors & devices and OPC
standards (Open Platform Communications) for applicationto-application integration. End users, ICS companies, and
standards organisations have worked hard for many years in
developing these standards.
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DESIGN GUIDE FOR AUTOMATED
MACHINE TENDING APPLICATIONS
Automated loading and unloading of cutting & moulding machines
can be accomplished in many ways. The goal is to provide
information to help manufacturing engineers, plant management
and integrators make intelligent choices for the selection and
configuration of reliable automated machine tending systems
Manual machine loading and unloading can be tedious,
inefficient, and in some cases, dangerous. This means that
load/unload operations can have significant impact on the cost
and quality of the product and on the safety of the personnel.
It is important to identify upfront the key reasons to automate
so that these factors can guide selection of appropriate methods
and support the level of expenditure required.
The need for automation and the type of automation
depends upon many things, including: quantity of parts to be
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Roberta Zald
Senior Applications Engineer
Güdel, Inc

run per hour and in total; speed of part handling required;
uptime and efficiency needed; size and weight of the parts to
be handled; size of the machines to be tended; environment in
the machines—hot, wet, cold; space constraints on the
manufacturing floor; part placement repeatability re-quired of
the loading and unloading process; quality requirements for
the parts; labour availability and cost; part tracking
requirements; opportunity to automate secondary operations
(such as trimming or gauging).
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Automating flexible machine tending

gauging or trimming processes. Moving further along
the spectrum, to service multiple machines, but without
The benefits of automating flexible machine tending can consuming as much floor space, overhead linear gantries are a
include: maximised throughput due to high reliability cost-effective solution. These devices can be mounted over a
and consistent cycle time performance; increased system line of machine tools and move parts between those machine
uptime—no breaks required; improved process flow and use tools or to secondary or staging operations. Multiple Z-axis
of floor space; improved just-in-time manufacturing with gantry arms can be used on a single beam, providing increased
reduced wip (work in process); ergonomics/safety - reduction throughput capabilities for the system. One benefit of overhead
of workers’ compensation claims; minimised errors through load/unload configurations is easier maintenance access to
use of sensing and error proofing technologies; data collection the machine tools.
and part tracking capabilities which are consistently
Next is the option of putting a multi-axis robot on a linear
implemented; increased flexibility over hard automation; floor track (such as the Güdel TrackMotion TMF) which allows
reduced cost per part.
the robot to move between multiple machines and secondary
One of the first steps in configuring a system is to be clear processes. Now the work envelope of the robot is increased,
on the requirements of the work cell versus the “nice to haves.” allowing a single robot to service multiple machines.
Clarify whether there are factors that will drive you toward In fact, more than one robot can be mounted to a single track
investing in the benefits that can come with automated and/or UP GPTUFS IJHIFS TZTUFN UISPVHIQVU 8JUI UIJT USBDL
flexible machine load and unload.
configuration the robots can be moved aside to facilitate
machine tool maintenance.
If the machine tool and secondary processing are better
The choice of methods
configured in an area rather than on a line, then an overhead
The choices for automating load and unload of machining area gantry is a worthy option. As with linear floor tracks,
and moulding machines ranges from what is commonly called multiple gantry arms can be mounted to a single overhead
“hard automation” to very flexible, reconfigurable automation structure to increase throughput capabilities of the system.
solutions for a single machine, to combining multiple machine
For increased capabilities, especially if part articulation
processes in a consolidated automated system.
requires a 6-axis robot, it is also possible to mount a 5- or
i)BSEBVUPNBUJPOuUZQJDBMMZSFGFSTUPTJNQMFQJDLBOEQMBDF 6-axis robot on an overhead track. This configuration provides
devices that have a fixed motion stroke, albeit often in more the ability to reach an area under the gantry with the use of a
than one axis. For this, we usually have linear motion devices single overhead rail, and adds the ability to rotate parts with
actuated by pneumatic cylinders or motors with drive belts the servo control of a robot wrist. Multiple robots are easily
utilising limit switches to define their intended positions for mounted to a single overhead track to increase throughput.
pick-up and drop-off. These are configured for a particular
For a large work area, a 5- or 6-axis robot on an overhead
application and will typically need to be reconfigured physically, area gantry provides extended coverage for machines along
rather than reprogrammed, to accommodate other part designs with the ability to manipulate parts with a servo-driven 3-axis
or process changes.
robot wrist. And of course, multiple robots can be mounted to
Moving along this spectrum of automation choices, the a single overhead track to increase throughput.
next would be a single multi-axis (typically 4- or 6-axis) robot
mounted in a fixed position near or even inside a single Considerations with each automation method
machine tool. The internally mounted configuration requires a
robot model that can withstand the environment in the Hard automation
machine (often cutting fluids or heat) and is typically dedicated r-PXFS DPTU UP JNQMFNFOU CVU PGUFO NPSF UPUBM DPTU PG
ownership over time)
to machine load and unload. An externally mounted robot
often can move the part to secondary operations such as r# FTUGPSBQBSUUIBUEPFTOPUDIBOHFJOTJ[FPSEFTJHO
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Internally mounted 6-axis robot
for grinding machine tending

r4JNQMFQSPDFTT OPDPNQMFYJUZPGNPUJPO
r5ZQJDBMMZNPTUTVJUBCMFGPSTNBMMXPSLFOWFMPQF
r-JNJUFESFEFQMPZNFOUUPBOPUIFSBQQMJDBUJPO
r1FSGPSNBODFSFQFBUBCJMJUZBOETQFFE
Fixed position robot
r$BO BDDFTT UIF NBDIJOF MPBEVOMPBE QPTJUJPOT GSPN
the front
r$ PNQMFYJUZPGNPUJPOSFRVJSFTBYJTEFWJDF
r3FQSPHSBNNBCMFBOEGMFYJCMFGPSQBSUDIBOHFT SFQVSQPTJOH 
part changeovers, tooling changes
r"CJMJUZ UP SFBDI FWFSZUIJOH SFRVJSFE UP MPBE BOE VOMPBE 
and any peripheral requirements (inspection, trimming,
balancing, etc)
r"CJMJUZ UP EP UIF PQFSBUJPOT SFRVJSFE JO UIF DZDMF UJNF
available and no additional time available to do other work
with this robot
r3FQFBUBCJMJUZ WBSJFT GSPN  NN UP   NN
dependent upon the robot model selected
r.PSFJOUFOTJWFQSPHSBNNJOHDBQBCJMJUJFTSFRVJSFE
Linear gantries
r$BO BDDFTT UIF NBDIJOF MPBEVOMPBE QPTJUJPOT GSPN UIF
top or with a small movement into the machine from
the front
r/FFESFMBUJWFMZTJNQMF9:;3NPWFNFOUTXJUIUIFQBSUT
being transferred
r.VMUJQMFNBDIJOFTPOUIFTBNFQBSUQMBDFNFOUDFOUFSMJOF
which can be serviced by a single automation device
r/FFE UP NJOJNJTF VTF PG GMPPS TQBDF GPS QBSUT USBOTGFS
between operations
r3FQFBUBCJMJUZ NN
r$ZDMFUJNFBDIJFWBCMFXJUI PSNPSFHBOUSZBSNT
r'MFYJCMFGPSQBSUDIBOHFT SFQVSQPTJOH QBSUDIBOHFPWFST 
tooling changes
r$IPJDFPG$/$PS1-$QSPHSBNNJOH
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r-JOFBSHBOUSJFTDBOEPTFDPOEBSZPQFSBUJPOTXIJMFNPWJOH
parts from machine to machine with simple motions—part
reorientations, part cleaning operations, inspections, etc.
Robots on floor track
r$BO BDDFTT UIF NBDIJOF MPBEVOMPBE QPTJUJPOT GSPN UIF
side or top
r0QUJPO UP NBLF NPSF DPNQMFY  BYJT NPUJPOT XJUI
the part
r.VMUJQMF NBDIJOFT UIBU DBO CF BSSBOHFE JO B MJOF BOE
suitable cycle time for one automation device to tend
multiple operations
r*GDZDMFUJNFJTUJHIU UIFOTPNFUJNFTJUJTQPTTJCMFUPTQMJU
UIFXPSLCFUXFFOPSNPSFSPCPUTPOUIFTBNFUSBDL
r)BWFUIFGMPPSTQBDFBOEXPVMEMJLFUPLFFQBMMFRVJQNFOU
on the floor
r3FQFBUBCJMJUZGPSUSBDL NN
r3PCPUTDBOEPDPODVSSFOUPQFSBUJPOTXIJMFNPWJOHQBSUT
from machine to machine with more complexity—part
reorientations, part cleaning operations, inspections, etc
r7JTJPO HVJEBODF DBO CF VTFE GPS QJDLJOH PS USBDLJOH
QBSUTJO%PS%
Robots on overhead track
r$BO BDDFTT UIF NBDIJOF MPBEVOMPBE QPTJUJPOT GSPN UIF
side or top
r/FFE PQUJPO UP NBLF NPSF DPNQMFY  BYJT NPUJPOT
(or more) with the part
r/FFE TJHOJGJDBOU ;BYJT TUSPLF  CVU EPOU IBWF UIF DFJMJOH
height for a vertical Z-axis gantry arm
r)BWF NVMUJQMF NBDIJOFT BOE TVJUBCMF DZDMF UJNF GPS
one or more automation devices in a line to tend
multiple operations
r8JEFS XPSL FOWFMPQF OFFEFE UIBO XIBU DBO CF BDIJFWFE
with a linear gantry
r/BSSPXFS XPSL FOWFMPQF OFFEFE UIBO XIBU JT BDIJFWBCMF
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Single arm gantry for cutting machine load/unload Multiple machine loading robot

with an area gantry
r/FFE UP NJOJNJTF VTF PG GMPPS TQBDF GPS QBSUT USBOTGFS
between operations
r3FQFBUBCJMJUZSFRVJSFEJT NN
r3PCPUTDBOEPDPODVSSFOUPQFSBUJPOTXIJMFNPWJOHQBSUT
from machine to machine with more complexity—part
reorientations, part cleaning operations, inspections, etc
r7JTJPO HVJEBODF DBO CF VTFE GPS QJDLJOH PS USBDLJOH
QBSUTJO%PS%
Area gantries
r$BO BDDFTT UIF NBDIJOF MPBEVOMPBE QPTJUJPOT GSPN UIF
top or side
r/FFESFMBUJWFMZTJNQMF9:;3NPWFNFOUTXJUIUIFQBSUT
being transferred
r/FFEUPBDDFTTBXJEFBSFBXJUINVMUJQMFNBDIJOFTPSQBSU
pick-up and drop-off points
r.JOJNJTF VTF PG GMPPS TQBDF GPS QBSUT USBOTGFS CFUXFFO
operations
r$/$PS1-$QSPHSBNNJOH
Robots on area gantries
r$BO BDDFTT UIF NBDIJOF MPBEVOMPBE QPTJUJPOT GSPN UIF
side or top
r0QUJPOUPNBLFNPSFDPNQMFYBYJTNPUJPOT PSNPSF 
with the part
r8JEFS XPSL FOWFMPQF UIBO XIBU DBO CF BDIJFWFE XJUI B
robot inverted on a track
r4JHOJGJDBOU ;BYJT TUSPLF DPNCJOFE XJUI NVMUJBYJT
part manipulation
r)BWFNVMUJQMFNBDIJOFTBOETVJUBCMFDZDMFUJNFGPSPOFPS
more automation devices
r/FFE UP NJOJNJTF VTF PG GMPPS TQBDF GPS QBSUT USBOTGFS
between operations
r3PCPUTDBOEPDPODVSSFOUPQFSBUJPOTXIJMFNPWJOHQBSUT
from machine to machine with more complexity—part
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reorientations, part cleaning operations, inspections, etc
r"DRVJSJOH QBSUT XJUI WJTJPO  DPNQMFY CJO QJDLJOH 
line tracking.

#FTVSFUPDPOTJEFS
The things to consider when selecting the right solution for an
automated machine tending installation:
r/VNCFSPGNBDIJOFT QIZTJDBMTQBDFUPQVUUIFNJO GMPPS
space, ceiling heights)
r$ZDMF UJNF GPS FBDI NBDIJOJOH QSPDFTTUJNF UIBU UIF
machine needs to process the part, time to load, time to
unload, critical issues to be considered, like minimising
mold open time in an injection moulding machine to
minimize heat loss
r8IBU NVTU CF EPOF PO TFQBSBUF NBDIJOFT BOE XIBU DBO
possibly be combined in the same machine
r4 FMFDUJPOPGUIFSJHIUDPNCJOBUJPOPGNBDIJOFTUPVTF5IF
goal is to work out a way to meet throughput requirements
with the minimum number of machines, using each
machine efficiently, but with balance between the cycle
times required in each machine. More machines means
more part transfers, which means more chance for part
EBNBHF#VUGFXFSNBDIJOFTNBZOPUNFFUUIFUISPVHIQVU
requirements in an optimal way.
r1SPDFTTTUFQTUPDPNQMFUFBQBSUTFRVFODFPGNBDIJOFTUP
optimise efficiency. Is the sequence of oper-ations
DPOTJTUFOUGPSBMMUIFQBSUTUPCFSVOUISPVHIUIFMJOF
r1PJOUPGBDDFTTGPSFBDINBDIJOF8IFSFDBOUIFNBDIJOF
tending device access the parts; are there machine features
that must be respected; what motion is required to load or
unload the part
r4J[FPGUIFQBSUTBOETBGFUZDPOTJEFSUIFHVBSEJOHSFRVJSFE
to make the operation safe, but also how large the parts are
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Fixed Position Robot
Hard Automation

Linear Gantries

Less Flexible

Robots on Floor Tracks
Robots on Area Gantries
More Flexible

Spectrum of automation choices

to be handled, how many parts are handled together, and
what type of clearances are needed to get the parts in and
out of the machine
r1PTTJCMF MBZPVUT UP QPTJUJPO NBDIJOFT MPHJDBMMZ GPS UIF
process—considering building constraints (columns,
services, ceiling heights, etc)
r1BSUEFMJWFSZBOESFNPWBMSFRVJSFNFOUT
r3FRVJSFNFOUTGPSDPOUSPMMJOHGMVJETVTFEJOUIFNBDIJOJOH
or forming process as parts are handled
r8IFUIFSWJTJPOPSPUIFSTFOTJOHUFDIOPMPHJFTDBOSFEVDF
the requirements and cost for part handling and
positioning
r%FTJHOJOHFOEPGBSNUPPMTUPIBOEMFNVMUJQMFQBSUTIBQFT
or to do multiple processes, or making allowance for tool
changes so the same robot can handle multiple types of
parts or processes
r*ODBTFPGBVUPNBUJPONBMGVODUJPO XIFUIFSUIFBVUPNBUJPO
can be bypassed and the machines temporarily loaded
manually

8IBUUPDPOTJEFSPODPOUSPMT
The control strategy for the equipment being installed or
automated demands careful consideration. The factors include
the size of the system, number of pieces of equipment, overall
logic requirements, how well the overall process and product
requirements are currently understood, potential need for
changes and updates, as well as the overall data collection and
storage requirements. Training and knowledge of the operators
and maintenance team all need consideration.
System size is a key consideration. Is this a stand-alone
machine with load/unload automation or part of an entire
QSPEVDUJPO TZTUFN XJUI NVMUJQMF NBDIJOFT BOE QSPDFTTFT 
-BSHF TZTUFNT UZQJDBMMZ VUJMJTF B iMJOF DPOUSPMMFSu DPOUSPMMJOH
multiple machine motion and logic and automation controllers.
Motion and logic control are needed for machines and
automation. There are many controls solutions (CNC and
1-$ UIBUBMMPXUIFJOUFHSBUJPOPGUIFNBDIJOFBOEBVUPNBUJPO
motion and logic control.
r8IBU JT UIF XPSLGPSDF FEVDBUFE UP TVQQPSU  3PCPU
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DPOUSPMMFSTWT$/$WT1-$
r/FFE GPS QBSU JOGPSNBUJPO USBDLJOH  41$ BOBMZTJT  BOEPS
data storage
r& BTF PG JOUFHSBUJPO CFUXFFO MPBEJOH EFWJDF BOE
machine tool
r"CJMJUZUPFBTJMZEPNBOVBMTFUVQPQFSBUJPOT
r)BOETIBLJOH PO FTUPQT  NBDIJOF DZDMF TUBUVT SFBEZ GPS
load or unload), faults, part status
r$ PNQBUJCJMJUZ
r*OUFSGBDFIBSEXBSFSFRVJSFE
r$ POUSPMMFSJOUFHSBUJPOUPMPBEJOHEFWJDFBOEQSPHSBNNJOH
method and capabilities for the loading device
r1SPHSBNNJOHUPPMTBWBJMBCMF
r4 PNF UZQFT PG HBOUSZ EFWJDFT NBZ CF QSPHSBNNFE CZ
a stand-alone robot
r$ POUSPMMFEUSBDLTBTUIBYJTPGUIFTBNFSPCPUDPOUSPMMFS
(cost savings)—buy extra motor and drive with robot
controller—allows for easy coordination of track and
robot motion
r1-$NBZCFMPXFTUDPTU CVUNBZBMTPIBWFMFTTGMFYJCJMJUZ
when configuring and changing process steps
r3PCPUDPOUSPMMFSOFFETUPDPNNVOJDBUFXJUIJOUFMMJHFOUDFMM
controller on large systems.
r*GBTZTUFNIBTGFXFOPVHIJOQVUPVUQVUSFRVJSFNFOUTUIFO
some robot controllers are capable of providing the cell
level control capabilities.

Conclusion
8JUI BMM UIF DIPJDFT BWBJMBCMF GPS BVUPNBUFE NBDIJOF
tending, best practice is to involve an engineer familiar with
the characteristics of hard automation, linear motion and
robotics. Companies that specialise in linear motion for robots
offer engineering studies and assistance to ensure proper
application of everything from fixed location robots,
TrackMotion for floor mounted and overhead robots, to full
area gantries. Involve them in the early design stages of any
load/unload system to save time and money now and avoid
costly re-engineering later. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03771 | www.AandD24.in
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Remote Management of industrial equipment
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ADVANCED TESTING METHODOLOGIES
A read on how LMS Engineering helps Nissan Motor Company uncover the complex
interaction between body flexibility and vehicle handling performance, with the help of
advanced testing methodologies
Adding extra stiffness to a car body can improve vehicle
handling performance and the subjective driving experience,
but established measurement techniques or computer-aided
engineering (CAE) fail to explain this relationship. When
designing a next-generation lightweight platform, any
additional mass from stiffening elements should be carefully
considered, and the right balance between handling and noise,
vibration and harshness (NVH) should be maintained. Simply
adding body reinforcements based on experience or by trial
and error is very inefficient, and can lead to undesired and
expensive body design changes late in the vehicle development
process. Therefore, automotive original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) look for technologies, which enable
thoughtful decision-making. LMSTM Engineering services
experts from Siemens PLM Software conceived an innovative
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testing methodology that helped Nissan Motor Company get
the required understanding to do so.

A unique test approach on the track
“Body development for handling performance usually takes
a lot of time and can be a substantial additional part costs,”
notes Hitoshi Kyogoku, Vehicle Dynamics CAE Group Manager,
Nissan. Approaches like static stiffness tests on the bench can
quantify the effect of body reinforcements into a single static
stiffness value, but when evaluating on the track, objective
global vehicle performance quantities like yaw-rate, lateral
acceleration or roll angle are typically difficult to directly relate
to body stiffness changes. “LMS Engineering employs unique
and high-level measurement technologies, especially in
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LMS Engineering experts and Nissan engineers
collaborated on estimating the effect of the modified
measured force distribution in the connection points
on vehicle handling characteristics

operational conditions. That is very important for us. The
solution LMS Engineering experts presented could reveal the
underlying mechanism. They helped us identify forces and
visualise body deformation in time domain, and that was very
valuable information for us,” he says.
Global vehicle handling performance quantities results
from the combined effect of all forces between the suspension
and body. At low frequencies, only a few independent body
modes are involved, leading to a significant coupling between
the transfer functions in the inversion matrix. LMS Engineering
proposes an alternative matrix inversion method using strain
responses. Being experts in both testing and simulation, they
employ CAE to explore the proximity of the suspension to
body interface points for strain hotspots, and define the
optimal sensor locations for matrix inversion. These
significantly outnumber the forces to be identified, and
represent sufficient diversity of body dynamics for a wellconditioned equation system. By combining operationally
measured strains with laboratory force to strain transfer
functions, the forces could reliably be estimated for the
different body variants. “We were very impressed with the
results,” confirms Kyogoku. “The differences in the contributing
forces due to the body reinforcements we tested could be well
observed, with good repeatability. Accurate time domain body
load identification was crucial to investigating what
happened.”

Matched expert drivers’ subjective feelings
LMS Engineering experts and Nissan engineers collaborated
on estimating the effect of the modified measured force
distribution in the connection points on vehicle handling
characteristics. “LMS Engineering masters very high-level
technical methods,” says Kyogoku, “but the permanent and
open communication between our engineers and the people
from Siemens PLM Software was one of the most important
factors that made this study a success.” This collaboration
resulted in a clear indication of what an expert driver could
experience on the track.
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Studying the force interactions in detail, it was found that
for evaluated modifications to a base model, a set of fast-acting
lateral forces increased in level, while the vertical forces were
redistributed over a fast and a slow load path. As the lateral
forces excite the body roll motion and the vertical loads
counteract, a moderate change of transient body roll motion
was assumed. At the same time, the engineers expected limited
effect on lateral acceleration because of mutual cancellation
between the lateral forces. These objectively observed
assumptions exactly matched the subjective feeling of the
expert driver on the track.

Optimal vehicle handling
Compared to traditional static stiffness tests on the bench,
which typically only provides one single stiffness value for the
entire body, this method allowed attributing stiffness
modifications to body modes. In the future, this knowledge
can be used to investigate where structural reinforcements can
be more effective, and will enable a more targeted approach to
optimising body flexibility for vehicle handling. Nissan
engineers are looking forward to the next step. “We will try to
reproduce the observed phenomena in CAE,” confirms
Kyogoku. Leveraging this knowledge for simulation purposes
will lift this application to earlier stages of the design cycle.
It will help to make more rational decisions on body
flexibility for vehicle handling, while safeguarding the
requirements for NVH during the development of nextgeneration lightweight vehicles. And it will avoid late stage
repair costs. LMS Engineering is in the pole position to play an
important role in the deployment of this new engineering
process. “I think LMS Engineering has three main
differentiators. Firstly, they combine high-end testing with
CAE. Secondly, they have a very vast experience with
automotive OEMs, and finally, they have a very talented global
team of experts” concludes Kyogoku. ☐
Courtesy: Siemens PLM Software
> MORE@CLICK ADI03772 | www.AandD24.in
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Industrial heating
automation
An application story on the usage of Gefran
XtraTM power control by press-hardening
lines manufacturer, AP&T, that eliminates
problems caused by inconsistent and
unstable power supplies.

Press hardening is a process that enables the production of
formed parts that are up to three times stronger than those
produced using conventional methods of pressing sheet steel.
Blanks are rapidly heated to a high and controlled temperature,
then press-formed and cooled rapidly to give them an
exceptionally high strength-to-weight ratio.

components cool rapidly and evenly before being unloaded
and transferred for further processing.

Continual monitoring

To avoid heat-loss, a key requirement in the process is the
need for concentrated cycle times. To help achieve this, AP&T’s
press hardening lines are controlled and monitored, from
Automated press-hardening lines
blank-feeding to unloading, by a centralised control system.
Sweden-based AP&T Group is a leading specialist in the This enables continual monitoring of each function, while
delivery of complete automated press-hardening lines, and has allowing for rapid product changeover to maintain
customers worldwide. Its main customer base is in the productivity.
automotive, HVAC and domestic-appliance sectors, all of
Another fundamentally important consideration is that the
which demand components with high and repeatable quality.
heat in the chambers of the multi-layer furnace must be
The AP&T press-hardening line is a fully integrated system consistently maintained. Even a relatively small fall in
that starts with feeding pre-cut steel blanks to a heating system temperature can result in quality variations, a condition which
consisting of multi-layer furnaces. Here, the blanks are placed is irreversible. Given that the AP&T lines are fully automated,
in separate chambers and heated up to 950°C before they are the resultant wastage could be considerable, and have a major
unloaded and transported to the forming tools in the press. impact on both output levels and profitability.
The heat source is usually electricity, and in some cases, an
This consideration has become increasingly important to
inert gas is injected into the chambers to prevent scaling on AP&T, because the company operates on a global basis, with
the surface of the blanks.
subsidiaries or agents in over 20 countries and customers on
Following ejection from the furnace, the heated blanks are every continent. Some of these customers have electrical
immediately formed in a hydraulic press into the required supplies, which can be unstable, with fluctuations in voltage
shape. The water-cooled forming tool ensures that the formed that can cause current surges or short circuits. These
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intermittent issues will, in turn, cause circuit-breakers to open
or fuses to rupture. On automated systems like AP&T’s presshardening lines, the shutdown, which results will interrupt
production. It is particularly critical in the furnace, because
any material that has been subjected to high-temperature
heating will be wasted. In addition, energy will be lost in the
furnace cooling and having to be reheated. Now, AP&T is
fitting the unique Gefran XtraTM power control, for which a
worldwide patent is pending on their furnaces.

controllers in their multi-layer furnaces with the Gefran units.
The Gefran XtraTM power control has wired-in communication
connectivity, so it can be seamlessly integrated into AP&T’s
centralised process control. This means that, in addition to
automatically protecting power supplies, it can also report any
electrical incidents as they occur. Furthermore, neither AP&T
nor its customers need to store, maintain or replace fuses,
which cuts costs still further, as well as saving valuable
production time.

Eliminating production loss

Summary

The Gefran XtraTM power control interrupts the electricity
supply instantaneously, but unlike a fuse or circuit breaker, it
does so in a controlled manner. When this happens, the supply
can be reset automatically, manually using a push-button on
the controller or remotely. Most importantly, when the system
is set up for automatic operation, power can be restored within
a couple of seconds, with a controlled soft-ramp restart that
will prevent damage to either the furnace or its heating element
if the fault persists. What this means is that if there is a
momentary spike in the power supply, the furnace will recover
almost immediately, and production will continue with no loss
of temperature and critically, no wasted or lost production.
AP&T tested the Gefran XtraTM power control rigorously
under production conditions, and elected to replace the power

The Gefran XtraTM power control provides reliable
and automatic overload protection in a wide variety of
installations, where over-current and short-circuit faults
cause production problems. In addition to high temperature
furnaces, typical applications include boost-heating on
production of glass-tubing, gas vacuum heat-treatment
furnaces, and high-humidity applications, such as watercooled injection-moulding heating systems or plants with
condensation problems. Deployment of the Gefran XtraTM
power control in these and similar applications can help
prevent production-line failure, with resultant loss of product,
damage to equipment, or waste of valuable materials. ☐
Courtesy: Gefran
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Reliable wireless communication
for factory automation
The article to be presented in two parts, discusses certain critical
factors one must be aware of to ensure the reliability of wireless
network, and suggests solutions that are appropriate for
mission-critical applications.

Zed Shen
Product Manager
Moxa

Although wireless is now common place with homes,
The downside of using wireless for industrial automation
offices, coffee shops, hotels, and other establishments around applications is that it is much harder to meet the stringent
the world offering easy access to the internet via strategically reliability requirements demanded by industrial automation.
placed Wi-Fi hotspots, it is still somewhat of a holy grail for Whereas a brief, several second cessation of service for a
industrial automation applications. The benefits of using routine office application might be viewed as a mere nuisance,
wireless for industrial automation applications are certainly for critical automation applications the same cessation could
alluring enough:
cause an unacceptable interruption in a factory’s operation.
rC ost: Wireless is cheaper than wired networks, since less
This is why reliability is so important. Due to the fact
investment is required on cabling, installation, and that wireless is being deployed much more frequently than
maintenance.
before, operators need to make sure that their network is
rMobility: Wireless is ideal for hard-to-wire applications, reliable. Network failure can have a marked effect on both
like the AGV (auto guided vehicle) applications used in safety and productivity, resulting in big financial losses.
warehouses.
The following section discusses certain critical factors you
rScalability: Wireless makes it much easier to expand must be aware of to ensure the reliability of your wireless
existing operations, since one does not need to install network, and suggests solutions that are appropriate for
additional cabling.
mission-critical applications.
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Critical factors & solutions

Multipath effects

Implementing wireless communication in factory
environments requires special considerations. Modern
factories use lots of equipment, including robust, industrialgrade robot arms on the production line, a variety of sensors
and actuators for automation, and even unmanned AGVs to
increase efficiency. Since much of the equipment is made from
industrial-strength metal that protects complex electronics, it’s
no wonder that this kind of environment creates a number of
obstacles to implementing seamless wireless communications.
In particular, operators need to learn how to deal with
multipath effects, which can generate interference that causes
information distortion or packet loss. In addition, electrical
disturbances, such as ground loops need to be handled properly
to avoid interruptions in wireless transmissions. And finally,
when mobility is required for greater efficiency, providing a
seamless roaming mechanism is essential to ensure that the
moving objects can reliably receive and transmit data.

Ideally, the radio waves emitted by wireless transmitters
will travel unimpeded to the intended receiver, which is usually
what happens in the typical home, coffee shop, or office
environment. Industrial automation sites, however, is a whole
other ballgame, since the typical factory environment includes
many metal obstacles that can seriously degrade the signal.
Undesirable effects include reflections off large objects,
scattering due to small objects, diffraction from sharp objects,
shadowing from solid objects, and doppler effects from moving
objects. When confronted with so many obstacles, multipath
fading shows up.
Multipath fading: Multipath fading occurs when the radio
signal is split into multiple signals, each of which is affected by
the environment in a different way, and each of which could
arrive at the intended receiver at slightly different times. The
resulting signal could be deteriorated to such a degree that
whatever information was present at transmission is no longer
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decipherable at reception. Consequently, multipath fading
must be taken into account when one is designing or developing
a radio communications system. Multipath fading occurs in
factory environments that are subject to multipath effects, and
when the radio transmitters and/or receivers are required to
move around, such as is the case with AGV applications. When
either the transmitter or receiver is moving, or other objects in
the environment are moving, different versions of transmitted
signals will arrive at the receiver out of phase with each other,
causing the strength of the signal to vary and resulting in an
overall degradation of the radio signal.
Interference caused by multipath effects: Multipath fading is
one type of interference caused by multipath effects. Another
type occurs when different versions of the same signal travel
along paths with different lengths, and consequently arrive at
the receiver at different times. Since the frequencies of the
various signals will be slightly changed, the combined signal
will be distorted. ISI (Inter-Symbol Interference) can also occur
with digital transmissions. ISI is related to reflected signals,
and occurs when signals for different parts of the same data
symbol are picked up by the receiver at slightly different times.

How to handle multipath effects?
Understanding how to eliminate the interference caused by
multipath effects is essential, when using wireless
communication in factory automation environments. In
addition to large obstacles, such as the floors and walls inside
factory buildings that cause reflection and result in multipath
effects, metal equipment deployed in factories also pose serious
obstacles that can degrade wireless signals. Moreover, since
automation applications inevitably use moving equipment to
improve efficiency, operators must take into consideration the
multipath fading effects generated by the radio transmitters
and receivers deployed on the moving objects.
There are two ways to eliminate interference caused by
multipath effects:
OFDM: OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing)
works by dividing one digital signal into different low data rate
parts on low data rate signal carriers. OFDM uses carriers
orthogonal to each other to avoid interference, giving OFDM
the ability to transmit at a higher data rate by using multiple
signal carriers. When the data to be transmitted on an OFDM
signal is spread across different signal carriers, each carrier
takes part of the load, thereby, reducing the data rate handled
by each carrier. The advantage of the lower data rate is that it
makes the interference from reflections less serious.
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Distributing data across such a large number of carriers in
an OFDM signal is paramount to playing the odds. That is,
although interference from multipath effects will affect the
signal transmitted by some of the carriers, it will only affect a
small number of the carriers. In addition, error correction
code can be transmitted via a different carrier than the data,
which allows data corrupted during transmission to be
reconstructed at the receiver end.
OFDM plays an important role in today’s wireless data
transmission technology. In fact, it is used with 802.11n Wi-Fi,
LTE (Long-Term Evolution for 3G cellular communications),
LTE Advanced (4G), WiMAX, and others.
MIMO: MIMO, which stands for multiple-input and multipleoutput, uses multiple transmitters and receivers (with multiple
antennas) to improve the performance of wireless
communication. When multiple transmitters and multiple
receivers are used, simultaneous data streams can be sent, thus,
increasing the data rate. In addition, multiple transmitters and
receivers allow greater coverage and longer distances between
devices. The IEEE 802.11n standard uses MIMO to increase
wireless data rates to 300 Mbps with 2 spatial streams and
beyond. MIMO technology is also used in LTE and other
wireless standards.
In a typical communication system using antenna diversity
or MIMO, four methods are often used to deal with multipath
effects in environments that exhibit multipath fading. The
methods include time diversity, frequency diversity, spatial
diversity, and path diversity.
IEEE 802.11n technology uses the spatial diversity method
to counteract the multipath issue. If a specific antenna in the
group suffers a severe transmission disruption, the spatial
diversity method singles out the antenna signal that has
suffered the least amount of transmission disruption, relatively
speaking, and restores its function.
The principle of this method lies in the belief that when
multiple antennas are functioning independently, while located
in the same environment, the channels used by each antenna
can be understood as uncorrelated with each other. Each
channel may be subjected to multiple path or co-channel
interferences, but the possibility of them suffering from the
same type of variation is very unlikely. In order to solve the
variability issue in each channel, the system uses internal
algorithms that can reduce the variation of each channel and
greatly improve its effectiveness to resolve multipath fading. ☐
Part 2 of the article will appear in the next issue
> MORE@CLICK ADI03774 | www.AandD24.in
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Intelligent conveying system
A highly intelligent mechanical conveying system is used to connect various parts and form
equipment system of the entire body shop. The article highlights on how Turck optimised
the body shop production of a Chinese automotive manufacturer with its UHF-RFID system.
In the automotive industry, body shop belongs to line
production. The production line is a strip, long and highly
automatic, and the production efficiency mainly depends on
the conveying line. The conveying line is like a blood vessel
that runs through the whole body shop. The body shop is
divided into lower body line, side body line, main body line
and adjusting line according to production process. A highly
intelligent mechanical conveying system is used to connect
various parts, forming the equipment system of the entire
body shop. Normal operation of the mechanical conveying
system is a pre-requisite for production of the entire body
shop. Therefore, a highly automatic mechanical conveying
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system that runs efficiently and continuously is required to
link all processes.
Turck is active on the market not only as a manufacturer,
but also as a system integrator company in China. After fully
engaging with clients, the company recommended the use of
UHF-RFID products in protection class IP67, successfully
meeting long-distance read-write and multi-vehicle type
in-line production needs of the clients. The control system
includes the company’s BL ident UHF series, a S7 400 PLC and
the fieldbus protocol Profinet.
The PLC controls the entire system and ensures continuous
operation. The fieldbus is a Profinet network, connecting all
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Turck’s BL67 gateway transmits the data via
Profinet to the PLC

RFID substations in the field. Interface modules in the
neighbourhood can execute all writing and reading processes
under control of the control system, and transmit data in
carriers into the control system through the bus.

Optimised welding processes
Welding is an important link among four major processes
of car production and features in complicated equipment and
rapid production. Therefore, improvement of conveyor
efficiency of the production line and reduction of waiting time
of the production are key factors for ensuring output of a single
shift and reducing production cost.
The introduction of the RFID system solves these problems
for clients. By mounting UHF labels on the car body and
writing related information about the car model, the production
line can know the specific location of each car model in real
time, so the conveying line can automatically and efficiently
classify cars according to models and convey the cars to
different production stations.
The ground production line is informed of preparing the
corresponding welding parts in advance through reading
information on the labels of five to six cars that are going to
enter the ground welding line. This method greatly improves
continuity of the entire production line and reduces waiting
time of the ground welding process.
Moreover, information systems of various shops of the auto
manufacturer are relatively independent before, and the
exchange of a great amount of information is required when
car parts are conveyed among shops. With Turck UHF labels
on car bodies, data carriers pass through all shops along with
the car bodies, thus, ensuring consistent car information in
production links, avoiding the step of transmitting information
among car bodies, greatly simplifying the operation process
and improving production efficiency.
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Automatic identification systems
Turck HF (High Frequency) RFID products are suitable for
environments requiring read/write in a short distance, while
carriers are mounted on conveying tools such as slides, lifting
appliances and trays to read/write repeatedly in a closed loop.
Turck UHF (Ultra-High Frequency) RFID products are suitable
for environments requiring read/write in a long distance, while
carriers are mounted on conveying tools, car bodies or products
to be produced to read/write.
All in all, aiming at automatic identification systems in the
auto industry, the fieldbus technology-based Turck BL ident
series of RFID products in IP67 have a broad application scope
in processes such as punching, welding, coating, assembly and
engine production.
First, Turck owns interface modules of various protection
classes (IP69K, IP67, IP20) which are well adapted to various
field environments. Second, all BL ident series modules
support hot plug and HF and UHF read-write heads can be
mounted on the same interface module. Third, a single station
supports eight channels and can be also compatible with I/O
modules for digital and analog signals. Fourth, Turck supports
fieldbus protocols such as Profibus-DP, DeviceNet™, Ethernet
Modbus-TCP, Profinet and EtherNet/IP, and matches
programmable gateways optically. Fifth, Turck owns various
carriers (metal surface mounting, high temperature resistant,
etc), meeting mounting requirements of clients in various
working circumstances.
In short, profiting from excellent performance and
prominent features of Turck’s BL ident series of RFID products,
the body shop mechanical conveyor system is further optimised
and improved in stability, reliability and efficiency during
running, beyond the expectations of clients. ☐
Courtesy: Turck India Automation
> MORE@CLICK ADI03775 | www.AandD24.in
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Translator between protocols
In modern automation technology, netTAP offers a simple way to
modernise a system without having to replace existing field devices.
The article discusses the application benefits of using netTAP
Gateways, thereby, allowing unlimited real-time
communications between both protocols.
Automation technology is characterised by ongoing
technological development. In such a dynamic world, it can
always happen that a new solution is needed simply because
individual components suddenly do not match anymore. b+m
surface systems was confronted with such a situation, when a
component supplier was not able to provide the support of
modern real-time Ethernet protocols. The solution was as
simple as effective and came in form of a protocol converter
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that even offered a number of additional benefits.
b+m surface systems offers the complete technology
spectrum from conventional painting systems all the way to
fully automatic paint application solutions, including the related
automation technology. Besides its headquarter in Eitersfeld,
Germany, the company also operates subsidiaries in Poland and
Russia. It produces all key components itself. This includes
painting robots, atomisers and paint changing systems.
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For the paint application systems of b+m
surface systems, netTAP 100-RE-CO, is
able to link EtherCAT to CANopen

Robots in interaction

while all controllers communicated via Ethernet and TCP/IP.
Technical development does not stop. b+m surface systems
A typical painting system consists of several stations for was confronted with this fact in connection with its robot
sequential operation. The process starts with flaming the work controllers. Because their painting solutions are used in many
piece, followed by the application of several coatings: first a countries, the company wanted to cover the complete range of
primer, then a base coat and finally a clear coat. Coating itself today’s Ethernet based communications standards. Boschis done by application robots without any human intervention. Rexroth, however, only offered CANopen, but none of the
These robots are programmed in a way to guarantee application modern real-time Ethernet protocols, such as EtherCAT,
of the required coats with an absolutely even thickness. Paint PROFINET IO or EtherNet/IP which is the primary standard
supply of the robots is handled from a central paint preparation in the US-American market.
section, where the required coating materials as well as flushing
This forced the company to look for an alternative solution.
agents to clean the nozzles are provided.
As it turned out, the situation was anything but inopportune,
At process control level, b+m surface systems relies on since experience had shown that the existing solution had
Beckhoff IPCs, while RH04.0 Bosch-Rexroth robot controllers several disadvantages.
are employed at field level. Communications between both
The real-time Ethernet protocols were originally developed
levels is accomplished via a CAN interface. An integrated on the basis of fieldbus protocols and do not only offer the
CAN/CAN gateway connects the external CAN bus to the IPCs functionality of data communication, but also reflect logic
of the internal CAN bus with the individual robot controllers. structures of the slave components involved. Depending on
the communications standard, this can lead to considerable
complexity. In real-life, however, the situation is totally
Languages and protocols
different. For example, while commissioning the control
A process control system is designed on the basis of highly system for a painting application, guaranteeing a stable
specific goals and requirements. This includes the selection of painting process is the primary focus of attention. This means,
matching hardware components and connecting them through that a gateway needs to be commissioned quickly and easily
the most suitable network technology. With the automatic without the on-site staff needing to have comprehensive
paint application systems of b+m surface systems, this resulted configuration knowledge. b+m surface systems ended up with
in the use of multiple protocols matching the specific Hilscher from Hattersheim in Germany.
requirements associated to different functions.
For example, the PC in the control centre was connected to Seamless flow of information
the paint preparation section via PROFINET, while the
The solution is named netTAP Gateways and is a rather
connection of the individual field devices within the paint
preparation section was realised via a special I/O interface. inconspicuous and highly compact component. It is a protocol
CANopen was used for real time communication between the converter and serves to link totally different communications
PCs in the control room and the individual application robots, networks. It was developed after realising that from ERP via
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process control to field level, a wide variety of different network
protocols are used. The reason is that at each level, there are
specific requirements as far as data volume and transmission
speed are concerned. NetATP acts as a gateway between two
networks. The device automatically handles the translation
between two different network protocols, thereby allowing a
seamless and transparent flow of information.
In modern automation technology, netTAP offers a simple
way to modernise a system without having to replace existing
field devices. This is a highly welcome factor for any company
wanting to protect its investment, while improving system
performance. Implementing the converter is very simple and
only requires to select the respective protocols via a
configuration interface, setting the network parameters and
assign the data to both protocols. For this purpose, the
converter features a USB interface to allow easy configuration
by simply connecting a notebook.
For the paint application systems of b+m surface systems,
Hilscher suggested its model netTAP 100-RE-CO, which is
able to link EtherCAT to CANopen, thereby, allowing unlimited
real time communications between both protocols. This model
is a protocol converter with two terminals and can be

configured by simply loading the respective firmware and
configuration data. Terminal X2 can be either an Ethernet or a
fieldbus interface. Terminal X3 can be a fieldbus, Ethernet or
serial interface. Both terminals are located at the front of the unit.

Simple solution with added value
Due to a high level of conformity with the CANopen
standard, first obstacles during verification of the products
were overcome quickly. In the end, b+m surface systems was
highly satisfied with the newly implemented solution. Thanks
to netTAP, they did not need to develop a completely new
solution, but could continue using the existing and well-proven
hardware & software basis. Another advantage was the fact
that the Hilscher protocol converter only required a fraction of
the cabinet space when compared to the previous CAN/CAN
gateway. In addition, the simplicity of commissioning
eliminates the need for any costly training courses for robot
programmers, allowing on-site staff to focus on the application
itself as well as the overall functionality of the system. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03776 | www.AandD24.in
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Intelligent machine safety
The Flexi platforms are opening up entirely new, flexible, and economically efficient
possibilities for safe control technology. The article talks about Flexi Line, which enables
unlimited networking of modular machine elements, and Flexi Loop, which generates cost
savings when cascading safety switches and sensors.
SICK has developed various solution modules that make it Soft has become one of the most-purchased safety controllers
possible to use intelligent and efficient safety solutions in of its type in the market. The introduction of Flexi Loop and
industries such as packaging. For example, the new control Flexi Line in 2013 was the latest milestone in its development.
feature, Flexi Line is revolutionising the way in which modular With the current design of the Flexi Soft modular safety
machine concepts are brought to life with a focus on safety. controller, which has been expanded to include the drive
With Flexi Loop, the company is responding to the demand for monitor motion control module for safety-related drive
cost-saving cascading of safe switches and sensors within a monitoring, there has been a particular emphasis on technically
machine module and extensive diagnostics options, with a efficient and cost-effective safety solutions that efficiently
system meeting the criteria of performance level PL e. Flexi adapt to the requirements of a variety of safety applications.
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Trends in industrial safety technology
By developing the Flexi Soft platform further, the company
is acting on two pioneering trends in the market for industrial
safety technology. One of these is the ability to safely and easily
network modular machines that are each equipped with their
own dedicated safety controller. This is intended to ensure that
safe controllers used in machine modules which have been
manufactured separately, for example, can still be combined at
their subsequent installation site in as little time – and with as
little effort – as possible. The second trend, meanwhile, relates
to cost-effective solutions for integrating safe switches and
sensors into a machine. The market is seeing a demand for cost
savings when it comes to safety capable inputs and cabling,
and at the same time, a desire for intelligent diagnostics options,
even in the case of cascaded switches and sensors. And all this
has to be achieved while still maintaining the maximum safety
level, performance level PL e.

Networking of modular machines
Most complex automation concepts have a modular
structure, which means that distributed machines or machine
components need to be combined and networked in some way,
no later than the point at which the system is commissioned at
the end customer’s premises. The safety functions of a machine
element also need to be available to other machine elements,
so far as they are relevant. This enables, for example, an
emergency stop in a particular machine component to initiate
shutdown of other machine components. Furthermore, it is
also necessary to transmit, process, and evaluate safety-related
signals within the machine network in a bidirectional way.
The Flexi Line interface addresses the need for increased
flexibility when creating modular machine concepts. It
provides the Flexi Soft safety controller with a simple yet
efficient method of connecting modular machine elements.
This function is included in the Flexi Soft main module as
standard, meaning that no additional modules are required.
The interface makes it possible to connect up to 32 Flexi Soft
stations safely (“safe in line”) and link safety functions using
multiple machines. This can be performed step by step, and is
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always easy to use.
A system operator can define a single required process
image as a safety application solution for the entire system.
From this image, the system modules obtain the data they
require to respond in the way they should and pass on only
relevant data to the image. Depending on how the production
or commissioning process needs to proceed, it is then possible
to put individual system modules into operation or even
integrate individual machine elements into the entire network
at a later stage. And no addressing is required either: A
straightforward teach-in function is used to remove or add
components, and make changes to the order of the Flexi Soft
stations. Cable lengths of up to 1,000 m can be used when
networking the individual control systems. The customer can
define the entire image of the communication processes (for
the next station, the previous station, or both simultaneously),
as well as data exchange for the control systems, in just one
task in the Flexi Soft Designer software. Additionally, individual
system components can be disconnected from the safety and
control elements of the machine network for maintenance
purposes – an inexpensive and efficient way of maintaining
modules within linked systems.

Cascading safety switches and sensors
Thanks to the Flexi Loop remote integration concept, up
to eight sensor cascades, each with up to 32 dual-channel safety
switches and safety sensors can be connected within a Flexi
Soft control solution in a cost-effective way. From a technical
and economic standpoint, this may prove useful for packaging
machines or systems involved in producing electronic and
solar components, for example, in which a large number of
safety sensors are often installed to monitor doors, protective
flaps and covers, and emergency stop push-buttons. Due to the
special screened cables involved, as well as the discrete wiring
and safety capable inputs for the safety controller, integrating
all of these switches and sensors separately would incur
significant costs. Flexi Loop cascading, on the other hand,
virtually eliminates this expense as the entire “loop” requires
just one safe switching input and uses non-screened 5-wire
standard cables featuring a standard M12 wiring technique.
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By developing the Flexi Soft platform further, the
company is acting on two pioneering trends in
the market for industrial safety technology

Protection against error masking
Connection nodes for both electro-mechanical safety
switches and safety sensors with monitored semiconductor
outputs are available for series connection and linking to
various expansion modules of the Flexi Soft safety controller.
The power supply and communication paths between the
individual nodes can be as long as 30 m, meaning that a full
loop may amount to as much as 960 m in total.
Because every single sensor in the Flexi Loop line is
monitored, Flexi Loop nodes can provide key diagnostic
information during operation. More reliable series connections
represent one of the major innovations. In cases where
conventional wiring is used, the series connection “masks”
consequential errors, therefore, stopping various problems
from being identified. This is not so with Flexi Loop. While
conventional wiring results in the safety PL dropping to PL d
or c when multiple sensors are being used, Flexi Loop switch
and sensor cascading meets the requirements of performance
level PL e in accordance with DIN EN ISO 13849-1 in every
single case, assuming that suitable devices are being used.

magnetic safety switches, safety sensors with monitored
semiconductor outputs, as well as push-buttons, lamps, and
guard controls, and supply them all with power – and all at the
same time in a single line. Flexi Loop can, therefore, evaluate
both safe sensors (inputs) and standard ones (inputs), as well
as standard actuators (outputs). The feature that makes the
system really easy to use is the plug & play capability of the
SICK switches, which come ready-prepared with M12 male
connectors and appropriate pin assignments for Flexi Loop.

Diagnostics nodes for commissioning support

Flexi Line, which enables unlimited networking of
modular machine elements, and Flexi Loop, which generates
cost savings when cascading safety switches and sensors,
are opening up entirely new, flexible, and economically
efficient possibilities for safe control technology. Machines
will no longer be considered individually, but as an overall
concept, and sensors can be optimised for cost, yet still
implemented safely.
The Flexi platform is a gradual development made up of
individual modules and components, which, thanks to its
many features, adapts to the customer’s machine concept step
A flexible & open system
by step. When modules are developed, ease of use is emphasised
The market currently offers a range of options for at every milestone to make safety integration as simple as
safety-related cascading solutions. Some of these require possible. Accordingly, the systems are already well on their
special connecting cables, a gateway module, and the time- way to their next stage of development. The Flexi Loop concept
consuming process of addressing the sensors. Other concepts, is set to include intelligent diagnostics accessories that will
meanwhile, are only compatible with dual-channel OSSD considerably simplify wiring and connection testing during
sensors and their diagnostics functions require discrete wiring. commissioning, and allow local visualisation of the operational
Others still are proprietary, meaning that they are designed to status and error messages during operation. The benefits of
work with components from one particular manufacturer. The this new technology won’t be restricted to Flexi Soft either. A
Flexi Loop solution has none of these drawbacks. The master node will allow Flexi Loop to be used with the softwareintegration process uses a non-screened standard cable and no free safety controller Flexi Classic too. ☐
gateway, while the cable also transfers complete diagnostics Courtesy: SICK
> MORE@CLICK ADI03777 | www.AandD24.in
information. It is possible to use electro-mechanical and
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Industrial Automation Solutions

Achieving more flexible machine setting with complete electric motor / axis solutions
Maximum productivity demands faster machine changeovers, quickly and repeatable.
A complete, matched solution with simple control interfaces and superb set-up and
diagnostics.
For information on our complete range of innovative electric drives - contact us today!
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Transforming digital enterprise
Today, industries are besieged with challenges due to fluctuating
market conditions and increased competition. As such, industries
are continuously looking for ways to improve their processes to
deal with volatile market forces. Focusing on achieving higher
productivity, ARC Advisory Group’s thirteenth India Forum for
the process and discrete industries was held on July 9-10, 2015
at Bengaluru. A post-event report…

Megha Roy
Features Writer
megha.roy@publish-industry.net

Greater agility, flexibility, responsiveness and innovation
Focusing on these technologies to achieve higher
are the buzzwords to achieve success in today’s competitive productivity, while addressing major challenges like improving
market landscape. Market forces, such as globalisation, their processes and infrastructure to compete on a global turf;
resource constraints & environmental concerns, changing ARC Advisory Group’s thirteenth India Forum for the process
demographics and IT trends are influencing manufacturing and discrete industries was held on July 9-10, 2015 at Bengaluru.
companies and their dynamic market ecosystems & value Attracting over 300 delegates, the forum titled “Industry in
networks. Hence, it is imperative for industries to adopt new transition: the information-driven enterprise for the connected
information technologies. Cloud computing, mobility, social world,” concluded as an interactive platform to discuss
technologies, Internet of Things, Big Data/analytics, and 3D information and technology effectively and provide end users,
visualisation are to name a few.
solution providers and decision makers an opportunity to
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through every phase of the value chain” by Gautam Dutta,
Director—Marketing, Siemens Industry Software India. Next,
Harish Mehta, Global Head—Manufacturing Operations
Highlights
Management, Engineering & Industrial Services, TCS, detailed
The forum’s focus was on maximising productivity and on “Driving transformation through an integrated digital
increasing return on investment (ROI) by channelising relevant enterprise”. He said, “Focus should be on the plants, a part of
information with investing in technologies. The session topics the supply chain management. As such, there is a need for
covered advancement in digital enterprise, challenges in manufacturing transformation.”
automation, digital connect and asset information management,
Another presentation on “Enabling smart manufacturing
strategies to achieve business performance enhancement, for the future” was presented by Suresh S, General Manager—
operational excellence and strategies for growth.
South, Rockwell Automation. He shared the company’s
Day 1 began with a welcome address by Ganapathiraman examples of areas using control process, remote monitoring
G, Country Manager India, ARC Advisory Group, followed and discrete process, like liquid natural gas terminals and oilby keynote presentation by Valentijn de Leeuw, Vice President, field optimisation. The session ended with a panel discussion,
ARC Advisory Group - Europe, on “Smart manufacturing paves discussing the business challenges in the current automation
the way for future of the industry”. In his presentation, landscape and suggesting solutions for the plant. One of the
Leeuwe briefed major business challenges in innovation- major constraints observed was cost constraint.
driven economies.
understand the market requirements and dynamics.

Information-driven world

Addressing automation challenges

K S Vishwanathan, Vice President, NASSCOM, spoke on
“Information-Driven Manufacturing—NASSCOM perspective”,
focused on the connected world of systems. He highlighted
mega trends that are shaping opportunity landscape over next
10 years. “Today, everything is getting connected. So, we need
to focus on ways to build all connected enterprise as on single
enterprise. Additive Manufacturing and 3D printing systems
are such changing dynamics. Creating standards for IoT
development is also important.”
Discussing the challenges in power sector like land-water
shortage, demand in competency and CERC regulation norms,
Arundhati Bhattacharya, General Manager, NTPC, in her
presentation on “Information-driven enterprise for the
connected world—India specific challenges in the power
sector”, briefed on plans to acquire more plants and adding
10,000 HW in 2015-19.

On the challenges of automation, digital connect and AIM,
Ganapathiraman discussed the modern business requirements
of the current situation. He spoke on CPAS, informationdriven manufacturing, cyber security and multiple mechanisms
of performing engineering. In the subsequent presentation
on “Information-driven manufacturing for the connected
world—India specific challenges, AIA perspective, Dilip
Sawhney, President, AIA, focused on ‘technology meets
all challenges’. He briefed on the current manufacturing
scenario, high lighting technical discipline, role of SME sector
and contemporary technologies.
Presentations on “Integrated engineering through
digitilisation (Industry 4.0)” by Samson Samuel, Head—
Engineering and Consulting Group, Process Industries &
Drives, Siemens, and “Next generation AIM for design & build”
by Anne-Marie Walters, Industry Marketing Director, Process
& Resources, Bentley Systems Inc, followed.

Advancements in digital enterprise

Achieving business performance enhancement

The session started with advancements in digital enterprise
with a presentation on “Digitalisation in manufacturing

Manish Sharma, Marketing Leader, GE Energy Management,
presented on “Enhancing business performance using
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integrated visibility and data analytics”. He approached promise of a bright industrial future” with Sudhir Dembi,
solutions that are modular, integrated and scalable and General Manager, Plant Solutions, Schneider Electric. While
explained the applications of smartsignal and predictive Desai introduced Modicon M580 (new ePAC introduction),
diagnostics lifecycle. “The challenge is going from reactive Dembi briefed on the transformation in the industry through
maintenance to predictive maintenance,” he opined.
ePAC technology.
There was a joint presentation on “Use of simulation tools
for improved plant and power system operations” by Debasish Strategies for growth
Patra, HOD—System Technologies, Steag Energy Services,
The session started with a presentation on “Automation
India and Flavio Fernandez, MD, DigSILENT Gmbh, Germany.
The last presentation of the day was featured by Chandrashekhar needs & challenges for pharmaceutical industry” by Sanjay
Bharati, MD, Ace Micromatic, on “Machinery manufacturing Mantri, Assistant Vice President (IT transformation) Strides
and integration of MES/IIoT software.” He said that CNC Acrolab & Lakshmi Narayan, CIO, Strides Acrolab. According
machines are the future machines and focused on the global to Mantri, major challenges include competitiveness, quality
trends in manufacturing, next-shoring, energy conserving and and workflow, and manual errors. Next, Vivek Gupta, HOD—
outsourcing & leasing. The day concluded with another panel Instrument, DCM Shriram, presented on “DCS upgrade in
urea fertiliser plant”.
discussion and Q&A session.
The last session of the forum was on “Process visualisation,
analytics
& diagnostic techniques” by Gaurav Saran, Senior
IoT
Manager—Process Visualisation, Process Technology Group,
Day 2 began with a presentation on “Survey on smart Tata Steel and Srishty Raj, Senior Manager—Process
manufacturing in India” by Neelam Singh, Senior Analyst, Visualisation, Process Technology Group, Tata Steel. The day
ARC Advisory Board. This was followed by an interesting concluded with a panel discussion on the end-user’s perspective.
discussion on “US $9 million: The cost of failure of a $0.90 Today’s manufacturers face increasing demand for better
component. How IoT helps Intel preventing this” by Anil Bhise, quality and zero defects, while costs have to be maintained.
Product Manager, Mitsubishi Electric. In his presentation, he The end user perspective gave a whole new dimension to the
briefed on the IoT facility at Malaysia and stressed on the fact forum as it showed how products and solutions have been
that today, practical implementation of IoT is possible. Another successfully deployed. The end user presentations substantiated
presentation on “Re-imagining design to manufacturing- the claims of the suppliers.
enabling integrated value chain” by Manickam Loganathan,
Head of CoE—NextGen design to manufacturing, engineering Conclusion
& industrial services, TCS was also featured.
The two-day forum made it clear that to remain competitive
and
achieve operational excellence, organisations must select
Achieving operational excellence
through the information glut and adopt appropriate
Stressing upon taking a standardised approach to overcome technologies. When competition and markets are global,
challenges, Milind Kulkarni, Chief Manager, Siemens & companies must become collaboratively networked enterprises,
M Sreenivasulu, Founder & Executive Director, Hanuman managing dispersed centres of technology, engineering,
Automation, discussed on “Integrating energy management production and resources. Systems need to be flexible and
into plant and production operations”. Next, there was a ready for business change. In addition to a host of new and
presentation on “Integration of device intelligence with FDT sometimes disruptive technologies entering the marketplace,
and OPC UA—building block for Industry 4.0” by BK Ramesh, companies must also face rapid changes in government
Sr VP—Global Sales & Marketing, Uthunga Technologies, FDT regulations, energy and raw materials availability, markets,
Group, where he showcased DTM examples and explained and competition. Today’s companies can thrive by deploying
how end-users succeed with FDT.
leading edge information. ☐
Kalpesh Desai, Sales Director, Process Automation,
> MORE@CLICK ADI03778 | www.AandD24.in
Schneider Electric, shared a joint presentation on “The
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SCADA system

Pneumatic system solutions

ARC Informatique has introduced PcVue 11.1, the latest release of
PcVue SCADA solution, for monitoring and
controlling distributed assets and IP
networks. The innovative design improves
operator effectiveness with powerful data
analysis tools and developer productivity
with advanced automation of configuration.
GEO map control, a built-in component
PcVue SCADA
for GIS decision-making, provides live
interactive maps from popular mapping
services such as Google and Microsoft. PcVue’s communication driver pack,
CIMWay, has been expanded to support SNMP for monitoring and controlling
devices on IP networks. Data analysis for operator decision-making support
is an increasing requirement in a modern SCADA application. PcVue 11.1
provides powerful analysis with a few clicks operators may move from
real-time to analysis mode and back. Enhancements to BACnet® scheduling
and new SMART Generators for BACnet® and TwinCAT® - Beckhoff
for automated configuration are some of the new features and improvements
to PcVue Solutions with PcVue 11.1.

B&R has created a solution for seamlessly integrating pneumatic solutions in
an automation system in cooperation
with partners Festo, ASCO, Numatics
and Aventics. Customers benefit from
extremely easy handling, high clock
accuracy throughout the system and
maximum freedom in the selection
of hardware. Valve terminal families
can easily be integrated in the B&R
POWERLINK enables integration
engineering environment using a
of valve terminals
device description file. Proven
functionalities, such as graphical
display, simple component configuration, automatic firmware downloads
and easy-to-use diagnostics features are available for valve terminals just
as they are available for other products of the company. This shortens
commissioning times, maximises system performance and productivity,
and reduces downtime to an absolute minimum. One of the things that
characterises the POWERLINK communication protocol is its high
performance in terms of cycle time and clock accuracy.

ARC Informatique | France
Email: f.rigaud@arcinfo.com | Tel: +33-4-76-182-912

B&R Industrial Automation | Pune
Email: shyam.padwal@br-automation.com | Tel: +91-20-4147-8999
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Solid state relays

Mechatronic parallel gripper

Crydom has released new ELS Series of AC output solid state relays.
The series includes 8 new models
rated at 25 & 50 amp AC. Utilising
the company’s proven solid state
relay technology, the ELS series offer
a
combination
of
excellent
performance and reliability at an
affordable price. It is ideal for use in
panels to control a variety of resistive
and inductive loads in benign to
harsh environment. The series is
available on an operating voltage of
48-530 VAC, with a control voltage
Crydom’s ELS series solid state relays range of 4-32 VDC including an LED
input status indicator and a IP20
touch safe screw terminal configuration. Featuring 4 kV all solid state optical
isolation with SCR output, the ELS series is available with either zero voltage
turn-on for resistive load applications or instantaneous turn-on for inductive
load applications. An output RC snubber network is also available for
applications with highly inductive loads or noisy power lines.

SCHUNK has developed EGL 70 mechatronic parallel gripper for
industrial applications with variable gripping force between 50 and 600 N.
It is one of the most powerful and flexible mechatronic grippers on the
market. Since the finger position,
closing speed, and gripping force
are freely programmable within a
maximum stroke of 48 mm per
finger, diverse components with a
weight of up to 3 kg can be precisely
handled in force-fit gripping. The
gripper fingers can be prepositioned
to reduce cycle times. The entire
control and power electronics of the
EGL 70
EGL are integrated to save space
and to allow decentral operation and
even mobile use, thanks to the 24 VDC operating voltage. Standard Profibus
DP and CAN-Bus interfaces allow fast and easy integration in higher level
system controllers. The gripper also features a USB port as a service
interface. A brushless servo motor ensures continuous and reliable
operation with no maintenance required.

Custom Sensors & Technologies (CST) | Bangalore
Email: india@cstsensors.com | Tel: +91-80-4113-2204

SCHUNK Intec India | Bangalore
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-4053-8999
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MPI/DP/PPI adaptor

Encapsulated digital pressure transmitter

Hilscher has expanded the series NL 50-MPI of Ethernet capable SIMATIC®
MPI/DP/PPI adaptors by the DIN rail
mountable device NT 50-MPI. 16
simultaneous Ethernet connections & the
access to maximum 32 PLCs in parallel
are supported. As a 100% replacement
for an original Siemens S7 Ethernet-CP,
the device allows programming, remote
maintenance and the connection of
visualisations such as WinCC over
Ethernet. As a real highlight, the device NT 50-MPI & NL 50-MPI
allows the Ethernet coupling of Ethernet
portless S7-PLCs over their MPI or PROFIBUS interface. To configure a PLC
to PLC connection NetPro in STEP7® is used as usual. Also, routing across
multiple and networked PLCs is possible. The protocols RFC1006, DHCP
and NTP time distribution to a PLC are part of the comprehensive scope of
services supported. The device is configured either in STEP7® with an
embedded driver or via a web browser. The driver is Windows 7® and
STEP7® 64Bit compatible and supports Siemens TIA portal.

KELLER has launched smallest fully functional digital combination
transmitter for pressure and temperature.
The transmitter is accommodated in
laser-welded stainless steel housing filled
with silicone oil. Measuring a mere 11
mm in diameter (the same length as a
European worker bee), the housing
contains the sensor technology, the
compensation coefficients, the digital
signal processing and the I2C interface
for simple, loss-free integration into Series 4 LD
higher-level systems. Made of stainless
steel or hastelloy, the housing not only acts as a Faraday cage but also
offers appropriate protection against electromagnetic radiation and all
potential environmental influences. Thanks to the chip-in-oil technology,
extremely short signal paths with exceptionally high impact and vibration
resistance are realised. With a diameter of just 11 mm, the Series 4 LD is
the smallest of four versions. Larger models measuring 15 mm, 17 mm and
19 mm in diameter are also available for relative pressure measurements.

Hilscher India | New Delhi
Email: USakle@hilscher.in | Tel: +91-11-2326-1436

KELLER AG für Druckmesstechnik | Switzerland
Email: info@keller-druck.com | Tel: +41-(0)52 235 25 25
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Carbon linear guide rails

Non-rotating cylinders

igus has developed a drylin W profile made of carbon to meet lightweight
demands in the aircraft and
automotive industries. The
lightest linear guide is
available for up to 2000 mm
stroke. It is not only the
support material that is
made of carbon fibre
reinforced plastic (CFRP),
but the whole rail, where
the system consisting of rail
and carriage is up to 40% Drylin W rail
lighter than one with an
aluminium rail and even up to 60% lighter than one with a steel rail. The
main advantages of the CFRP over metal are very lightweight, high stiffness
and non-magnetic. This weight saving may constitute money for users,
especially in the aerospace and automotive industries. Other industries too,
where high dynamic movements play a role, such as robotics, are increasingly
utilising the weight advantages of CFRP components. The carbon rails do not
require any external lubrication and, thus, is maintenance-free.

Jufan offers AM non-rotating cylinder that is conforming to ISO6431/VDMA.
The non-rotating cylinder is interchangeable with a wide range
of accessories. Every part
of cylinder is repeatedly tested
to fulfill the company’s
standard, and, therefore, it
has earned a reputation of high
quality standard and customer
satisfaction. The standard
specifications of the cylinder
includes nominal pressure of 10 AM non-rotating cylinder
bar, bore sizes range from 32
mm to 200 mm, temperature range of standard seals from -20°C to +80°C,
double acting for medium duty operation and clean version for food industry.
The company is one of the few manufacturers providing ‘non-rotating’
model. It also develops high-end miniature pneumatic cylinders, miniature
hydraulic cylinders, pneumatic rotary cylinders, and hydraulic rotary
cylinders. It manufactures tailor-made hydraulic cylinders in different
shapes, sizes, and other specifications. The company ensures that its
product is of high resistance against rigid environment and works well.

igus (India) | Bangalore
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91-80-4512-7800

Jufan Industrial | Taiwan
Email: sales@jufan.com.tw | Tel: +886-6-2334879
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Wireless connecting devices

Pyrometer with integrated video

HMS Industrial Networks has expanded Anybus Wireless Bridge products for
connecting industrial devices wirelessly. The widened offering now consists
of industrial Ethernet over WLAN (point-topoint) 2.4 or 5 GHz, industrial Ethernet
over Bluetooth (point-to-point or multipoint) and serial over Bluetooth (point-topoint or multi-point). By connecting
industrial devices and networks over a
wireless link, the Anybus Wireless Bridge
family makes life easier for system
Anybus Wireless Bridge
integrators and automation engineers
needing to create connections through
hazardous areas, hard-to-reach locations, or moving installations where
cables are not desirable. The Anybus Wireless Bridge is a proven solution to
bridge popular industrial Ethernet standards such as PROFINET, EtherNet/IP,
BACnet/IP and Modbus TCP, as well as serial networks, and provides users
with a robust and maintenance-free wireless connection. Depending on
architectural needs, the Anybus Wireless Bridges can be used for point-topoint cable replacement as well as for connecting several wireless nodes.

Micro-Epsilon has introduced the new thermoMETER CTVideo and
CSVideo pyrometers for temperature
measurement
of
metals. The
combination of crosshair laser sighting
and video signal offers precise
thermometer adjustment. The CTVideo/
CSVideo infrared thermometers are
used for temperature measurement of
metals in the temperature range from
thermoMETER CSVideo
50 °C to 2,200 °C. The combination of
a crosshair laser sighting and video
signal offers precise thermometer adjustment for very small measurement
objects and enable those to be portrayed as an image. The video sighting
allows precise temperature measurements in hard-to-access areas such
as targets that are no longer visible. With a temperature resolution of 0.1 K,
the spectral range of the new sensors is, depending on the model, from 1
to 2.3 µm. These sensors are extremely compact with a diameter of 50 mm
and a length of 100 mm. There are analogue outputs for current or voltage,
an alarm output and a USB 2.0 interface.

HMS Industrial Networks India | Pune
Email: in-sales@hms.se | Tel: +91-20-2563-0211

Micro-Epsilon | Pune
Email: pragnesh.mori@micro-epsilon.de | Tel: +91-20-2674-1009
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Power connectors for motors

Compact automation controllers

Murrelektronik offers new power connectors (M12, M15 and M23) that
make motors easy to connect. The M12
power connector is the most compact
and powerful 5-pole M12 connector
on the market. The new M15 power
standard connection technology of
the MQ15-X-power connector enables
extremely quick assembly. The
company's M23 connectors are an
established standard solution to connect
servo motors. Perfect contacts, seal and
Cables for motor
media resistance are basic requirements
to all connector types. The field of motor
connections requires additional, special features. Wide connection cross
sections, high performance in a very compact design and most important:
an integrated anti-vibration locking mechanism that makes sure the
connector is tight even with very strong vibrations. The company also offers
power cables for different applications and motor types that meet these
requirements. Its product range is comprised of cord sets with open ended
wires, connection cables, flange connectors and adapters.

Phoenix Contact has introduced the new ILC 1x1 controllers that offer
increased space-requirement calculation. All devices are equipped with
a built-in SD card slot, with capacity up to 2 GB. In this way, the inline
controller
is
particularly
suitable for control tasks with
data acquisition. The new ILC
1x1 is the successor generation
of the successful 100 compact
controllers performance class
from the company. The ILC 1x1
are characterised by a direct
ILC 1x1 controllers
Modbus integration into their
firmware and in the engineering
tool from PC Worx. It has already established itself in the field of operating
data, sophisticated networked communication tasks. The communication
properties of compact controllers have been continuously expanded through
libraries. In its present stage of development, the devices support direct
connection to SQL server, sending emails via SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol), the time synchronisation via SNTP (Simple Network Time Protocol)
and many other standard IT protocols.

Murrelektronik India | Bangalore
Email: raghavendra.b.c@murrelektronik.in | Tel: +91-99-0005-7344

Phoenix Contact India | New Delhi
Email: works@phoenixcontact.co.in | Tel: +91-11-3026-2700
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» Semiconductor & Electronics
The semiconductor industry
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companies engaged in the design
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devices. With demand rising in the
semiconductor industry for low-cost,
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there is a need of leading-edge
automation and information
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software that use real-time, adaptive
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» Sensors & Encoders
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higher feature integration and
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at new & emerging materials that
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technology trends and application
stories on encoders and new age
electronics associated with it.
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LONGEST SWITCHING
DISTANCES AND FACTOR 1

9

New technology allows longest sensing ranges
of all inductive factor 1 sensors worldwide

9

For the first time Factor 1 sensors available in
compact designs, as small as Ø 4 mm smooth
barrels and M5 types

9

Reliable operation with full flush mounting, weld
field immune and sensing ranges up to 10 mm

Sense it! Connect it! Bus it! Solve it!
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